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1AY TAKE ASKED

CHANGES BRYAN

HIS VOTE TO

TASK

CLARK

SAYS HE WILL MAKE ANNOUNCEMENT IF HE GOES AFTER

WILSON
MARSHALL,
HARMON,
AND UNDERWOOD INVITED
TO LEAVE THE FIELD.

ON
CLARK BECAUSE OF NEW
YORK'S SUPPORT.

MAKES IMPASSIONEEf
SAYS CONVENTION
DOMINATED
BE

WILL SUPPORT

ORGANIZATION

IS

SPEECH COMMONER

WILi
MUST NOT HINTS THAT SOMETHING
GIVES
BUT
SOON
BE
DOING
BY
NO "HUNCHES"
CROWD.

THE NOMINEE HE

PROPHESY

WILL

DECLARES HE DOES NOT
IF NOMINATIONS WILL
CUR TODAY

NEBRA6KAN SAYS HE "EXPECTS"
TO STAND BY CHOICE OF
1
v
DELEGATES.

ACCOUNT

OF

MAJORITY

TO
IS
KNOW DEMOCRATIC PRACTICE
MAJORITY
TO
PLUM
OC
GIVE
CANDIDATE.
Baltimore, June 29. Senator W'Jl
liam J. Stone, chairman of the Mis
"

Baltimore, June 29. The uncertain
imore, June 29. Laie mm
con-- ; situation over the naming rVjthe presi
national
.... jita til's democratic
dential candidate has given rise today
Tentin was deadlocked with apparf
selection-oto much speculation ampng the leadently o iike!A od of the
r several ers as to what move will be made If
.
res-le- n'
.'or
.
a candidate
lead any, by W. J. - Bryan to break the
hours. Champ Clar was in the
tbe deadlock, but in an Interview today,
CHy
the
,,f
tallot8
in Ml l the
lasi taken being the nineteenth. Mr. Bryan disclosed nothing.
a commanding
Everybody says that you are going
CWk bas assumed
since late last night when te to make a break; if so, will you tell
gotJthe solid support o the New us what It Is?" he was asked.
--

delegation,' today
ernors Harmon, Marshall, Wilson and
presiRepresentative Underwood,
dential candidates, the following telesoui-- i

gram:
"A majority of the national convention has voted for tne candidacy of
Champ Clark. No one questions jois
faith and loyalty to democracy and
for 70 years the practice has been es"I have not thought it wise to is
tablished of giving the nomination to
sue bulletins," replied Mr. Bryan, "I
the candidate who receives a majorfind it better to make announcemens."
ity. We ask you1 In the interests of
'Well, can you say that you will the party and in vindication of the
make an announcement?"
democratic principle of majority rule
'Whenever there Is anything to be to assist In making his nomination
done," he replied.
unanimous by announcing the with"You speak of purging the national drawal of your candidacy."
committee. When would that be

14

That this support
vili slip away from him unless as he
cai gain a decided advantage soon Is
ihi belief of Clark and he and hitwild scramsupporters are making a
J fnr votes.
4 Is reported that when the Harn
aiiDnort breaks, which it is
It will go either
pected to do soon.
Harmon deUnderwood.
or
to Clark
request of done1?.'
the
to
clined to accede
"I am not prepared to make any
r wmncis of Missouri to statement
as to the proier time," said
hia suDDort to Clark until at Mr.
exBryan.
Is
tee the nineteenth ballot. It
"Do you things nominations will be
will be ironed
pected the situation
made today?"
out and that nominations
"I will not prophesy."
"Will
you give us your own private
index the guise of explaining a
views in regard to the one presidential
chlnge of vote in tne iseuraniva
term?"
William J. Bryan got another
"I can only say that, beginning about
bel-lnconvention
in the democratic
18
.
Aolotrotaa and
years aso, when I tried to secure an
ana again it,...
mij" ud.v.6 14,1 oar amendment to the constitution, I hsv
into a disorderly lnV-uc
been an advocate of a single term
spoors
Brfan, who under primary
nama,ns 1
nas oeeu vouug
'
not if eUted.
would
I
nounced
that
S lk announced that he wouldn't
for
a
candidate
be
vote for bim again while Mew xorit
always been willing
wii included In the Clark column. He "And youonehave
'
term?"
to
accept
changed bis vote to woodrow WIlsoj
want to put it that
not
would
"I
wouia
he
hii defiantly declared
way. There are times when I would'
chinge again if 'Mr. Murphy" and
"And are you still willing?"
crowd
"tie
"We have not reached a point where
shtuld vote for Wilson.
I
floor that question la pertinent and have
Bryan was assailed from the
who
man
a
known
not
newspaper
bv many delegates who demanded would not be
to
enough
presumptious
th'at his speech, be stopped and by
it."
ask
who demanded to know if he
Votk delegation.

.

toy

..

v.

-

.

otjhexs

wfuld support the nominee.
Brvan said he "expected' to do so
bilt he also expected the convention
to nominate a man wunoui me
"of the Interests."
(The convention was again in ses
sion this afternoon trying to break
th e deadlock on the nomination of
a presidential candidate. Immediately
af ter convening the thirteenth ballot
w is taken. It seemed to be generally
two-ird- s
a Icepted that a choice, under the
off.
tl
rule, was a long way
that Chairman
It was reDorted
meB, during the day might, from
tl a platform advocate me amo
tion of this rule. Senator Lea, floor
rt

(Continued on Page Four)

Wilson Told to Hurry.
Sea Girt, N. J., June 29. Governor
Wilson was besieged throughout the
day by dispatches from 'riends at
Baltimore, urging him to hurry to
At 1:30 o'clock it
the convention.
was admitted at the "Little White
House" that such a trip was under
discussion but at that time it was
said that the governor was undecided.
Rumor had it that he migbt leave for
r.aitimore on a special train at any
moment. '

the governor's
Joseph Tumulty,
secretary, confirmed ' the report that
the governor had under consideration
the question of going to Baltimore
and added that a special train had
At , the
been put at his disposal.
same time, he said, the governor was
adverse to taking such a step. If ne
did decide to go, however, he would
go this afternoon.
this
Governor Wilson announced
afternoon through his secretary that
he would make no reply to Stone's tel
egram urging him to withdraw in favor

of Clark.
INDIANA STAYS WITH MARSHALL
Baltimore, June 29. The Indiana
Marshall Will not Answer
delegation held a caucus this afterJune
Indiananolis.
noon and decided to stick by GoverMarshall this afternoon sat;3 he had re
sentia
nor Marshall unless
strong
ceived Senator Stone's telegram an!
ment developed In the convention ,or
added:
Incase
the
Senator Kern, In which
"I will not answer."
diana vote will be changed.
Underwood Will Not Answer.
HARMON SAYS NOTHING
Representative Underwood late to
Columbus, June 29. Governor Jud-so- day received - Senator William J.
Harmon said today that he would Stone's telegram urging nim t with
not discuss the situation fn Baltimore draw in favor of Champ Clark. No
until he had conferred with his man- answer will be sent. Mr. Underwood
n

or
ager, E. H. Moore, by long distance declined to discuss the telegram
take.
he
action
might
any
telpehone.
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THE AIR

IN

UNFOUGHT

AME
RIVAL MEXICAN ARMIES
LINED UP READY TO FIGHT
BUT DELAY CONTINUES.

It is Reported Underwood May be Given The Speakership if He
Will Turn His Voters Into The Column of The Missourian

Various Delegations Show Signs of Standing Pat, Though
Members of Convention are Displaying Weariness
And Desire to Bring The Gathering to an End

.""hiliv hua,

At (General
Ortiz. MeXi

lieA-v--

The democratic national committee
met today in' an effort to break the
deadlock over the presidential nomination. Soon after the convention adjourned this morning members of the
committee gathered at the Belvidere
hotel to discuss the tangled state of
affairs, to find a way out of the dif
ficulty if possible and a man to lead
the way. Several champions of lead
ing candidates were appealed tot and
Chairman Mack finally called a meet
ing of the committee.
News of the proposed meeting
spread quickly through the headquarters of the various candidates and
plans were made by the leaders in all
camps to confer with the committee,
each with the hope that out of the
conference he could bring advantage
to his candidate.
That the New York delegatio
would stick by Champ Clark for a to
tal of ten ballots was reported today
and this Information settled the de
termination of the Wilson, Harmon
and Underwood leaders to stand with
unyielding front for their candidates
in the hope that after the nlneteentn
ballot, New York would desert Clark
and throw support somewhere else,
New York supported Clark In three
ballots last night According to the
reported agreement, Charles F. Mur
phy will cast the ninety votes of the
empire state for the speaker in seven more successive ballots. Then if

Consistent Gains

AS- -'

1'rylng to Trap Insurrectos.
Huerta's Headquarters,
june 29. With the entire ivbei arm fortified at Bachim-ba- ,
15 miles north, th fedenl strateh lVe mapped out a plan aimed
gists
29.
"Mr.
Clam
Juaf
Baltimore,
to
pres
r
ent, esospe li the e?l9 It
.f
thin ..onvon-troiwill ub' fie fiom.-Ul.
no M-ill.
'
iii'iTSiS- - fecwi2s-iJ!;5TJt- y
if for at least threetaf.days.
This
time Is
the votes cast and defeat now would needed to
give various detachments
be outside of all precedent," said Senatan opportunity to assume designated
or-elect
of Mississippi
Vardaman
The federal advance guard
soon after arriving at the hall this positions.
has reached Consuelo, a few miles
The
delegation
Mississippi
morning.
south of Bachlmba.
is instructed for Underwood but Mr.
Vardaman expressed the opinion that
Rebels Are Perplexed.
been suffi
some instructions nad
At Rebel Front, Bachlmba, June 29.
with
and
confidently
ciently complied
What appears to have been a ruse
asserted that there soon would be a on
the part of the federals puzzled
castthe
would
insure
change that
rebel leaders for a time today.
the
ing of at least a majority of .the Instead of
advancing from Ortiz when
for
the
votes of that delegation
the big bridge was completed, the
federal columns adopted a dilatory
"I think we will nominate Gover course, moving troop trains back and
nor Wilson today," said Senator Mar-tin- e forth as if
experiencing difficulty In
of New Jersey. "We have heard bringing their
artillery ahead.
encouraging news. I was telling Sen
The rebels here are patiently
ator O'Gorman that I thought ; wa awaiting the attack. General Fernan
would nominate our governor and he dez with 400 men has been sent out
said, T don't know but what you are of Bachlmba and may encounter the
right We expect developments to federal outposts numbering 800 at
be very pleasing to any moment
day that will
you.'"
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION IS
ABLE TO BREAK THE
DEADLOCK.

Speaker Realizes He May Lose New York
Support if He Does Not Show

REPRESENTATIVE

OF THIS GOVERNMfeNT TO
SUME COMMAND.

WILL WIP
THINK
CLARK SUPPORTERS
WILL SURE BE THE MIS- SOURIAN.

OF THE WEAKER CANDIDATES

Juno 29 i'rf oau von-armeasures ha.e beeii taken here 10
prevent disorder in case of defeat In
OUT TO THEM ASSERT THE NEW JERSEY. GOV- l.he expected battle between federal
IT IS POINTED
troops and rebels. All Americans
ERNOR HAS A CINCH ON
THAT SPEAKER IS CHOICE
have arranged to gather in one place
NOMINATION.
OF LARGEST NUMBER.
n ,case disorder
prevails. The American nag wni be raised and the
UP American consul will be in charge.
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GOOD BASEBALL GAMES.
A series of three games between
the Dalhart, Texas, ball club and the
Las Vegas Maroons, to be played here
on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
of next week has been scheduled by
the local management. Th Dalhart
team is one of the.fastest In Texas
and the contests will be hot ones.
Dalhart Is at the present time In
Trinidad, where they played today
and are scheduled to work tomorrow,
against the Trinidad Rocky Moun-

tain league team.
Other games are .scheduled for th
remainder of next week and the first
three days in the second week or
July. Amarlllo and the
team of Dawson are the two other aggregations that will go on with the
locals.
This makes ten straight
games beginning next week, and as
all promise to be fast contests, the
schedule should meet with the ap
proval of the Meadow City fans.
The Dalhart games will start
promptly at 3:45 o'clock. The game
on July 4 will be played In the morn
Ing.

Baltimore, June 29. Wearied with
their second struggle lasting practically all night, the leaders and main
body of delegates were late in making
their appearance at the main centers
of activity this morning and it was
well toward noon before the work of
cauconsultation, conferences 'and
v
cuses was in full swing.
The early birds, who Included
Chairman James, were again sanguine that a decisive ballot would be
reached today and that the conven- tiou woujd conclude
its labors to- nignx. Aneaay uie exuuinrtrom Baltimore had begun and placards at
every hand announced special trains
carrying away large parties which
had come to see a candidate chosen.
It was the general feeling that if
Clark wins he must win quickly. A
continued deadlock was the one thing
that might destroy the commanding
lead he had already established. The
problem of the Clark forces was twofold; first to hold their present
strength intact againBt. defections,
votes to nls
and, second, to add 176
549 shown on the twelfth ballot to
s
magive him the necessary
jority.
The first problem was not a menac
ing one, but It had Its difficulties.
The ninety New York votes with
Clark from the tenth to the twelfth
ballot were not regarded as dependable if the "struggle was prolonged,
as the New Yorkers still were feeling
their way, ready to stand by Clark if
his forces could show an ability to
concentrate the field, but not to re
main with him indefinitely In a pro-

THE VARSITY RACES.
Poughkeepsle, N. Y., June 29.
Crews from six universities will compete today In the intercollegiate re- gatta over the Poughkeepsle course.
Leland Stanford, Jr., University will
strength and skill for the first!
tin's with the oarsmen of the Atlany
tic .leaboard. Wisconsin UnlvM-sity-- ,

J

JLia&ei pt Pennsylvanj, CornelL
Syracuse aid Columbia. Sarly n the
day the weather outlook was lavor-abl-

e.

race,
The university
without coxswains, two miles, for tie
Kennedy challenge trophy was to te
started at 3:15 o'clock. At 4 o'clock
the freshmen elght-oare- d
jctntest, two
miles for the Stewards' 1 cup was
scheduled, followed at 5:15 by the
crowning feature of the dal--, tbe varrace over the four
sity elght-oaremile course to the finish lijl.e, a mile
below the bridge.
four-oare-

d

d

two-third-

longed

contest

Outside he New York acquisition
the main body of Clark men were
holding together well, although it was
said some of them who have formerly
had strong Bryan affiliations, might
develop a tendency to try Wilson If
the contest was prolonged. ' These
considerations led the Clark men to
bend all their energies to finishing
the contest quickly. The 123 Underwood votes we.re looked on in a sense
as the key to the Clark situation, for
with them the Clark total would be
augmented well along toward the necessary
At the Underwood
headquarters,
however, there was not the slightest
indication of directing the vote as a
balance of power among the other
candidates. Reports were current
early today that if Underwood would
step aside for Clark the Alabaman
would be named for the speakership.
The Harmon strength, now reducei
to 20 on the twelfth ballot, also was
looked upon as a possible
quistion
two-third-

.

to Clark.
STATE PARK DEDICATED
One thing seemed to be generally
Redwood Falls, Minn., June 29.
conceded that neither the Harmon
The Alexander Ramsey state
park or Underwood forces would go to Wilwas formally dedicated and opened son.
here today with interesting exercises
The Wilson strength appears to be
E. T. Young, former attorney general, concentrated In the progressive and
delivered the oration of the day. Sa- radical elemtnts already enlisted unmuel O. Iverson dedicated the park der his standard, with prospects of
' eating into the more progressive
to the people of Minnesota "M
.

branch of the Clark contingent if the
latter became restless with delay.

TAFT ATTENDS SAENGt .RGEST
Philadelphia, June 29. Evil rtr!,f1
ing train today brought itgt Ca '
fj
delegates and visitors to
third national saengerf
Northeastern
Saengerb
opens in Philadelphia jTS
will continue through
wapIt. The nresnnce of PreflinJa. 1.
next Monday la expectedj to attract
hundreds of additional visitors to the
festival. The new convention hall,'
where the concerts are .to be held, '
is handsomely decorated. German
singing societies from all of the principal eastern cities will compete for
the numerous prizes offered. .The
object of keenest competition will be
the handsome trophy offered by Emperor William. In addition to tie
mammoth chorus and large orchestra
the participants In the series of concerts will include Marie Happold,
Louise Homer, Ludwlg Hess and several other eminent soloists'.
Cornell won the varsity
race this afternoon two lengths over
Columbia, with Syracuse third and
Pennsylvania fourth. Official time:
four-oare-

Cornell 10:34
Syracuhe 10:58
11:23

Columbia

d

10:411-5- ;

Pennsylavnla

In the eight oared freshman race

Cornell won by a half length; Wisconsin second; Syracuse third; Pennsyl-vanl- a
fourth; Columbia fifth.
Official time in freshman eight oarWisconsin
ed race: Cornell 9:31
9:35
PennsylSyracuse, 9:42
Columbia 9:47. The
vania 9:46
made
record for the course is 9:11
by the Cornell freshmen eight m 1909.
The first start In the freshman eight
oared race was protested by Columbia
and the crews were stopped and
brought back to their stake boats.
The cause for the false start was No.
4 in the Columbia
boat broke his
slide.
3--
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rsonal request to the chief of police
and prosecutor that thees young men
be dealt with as leniently as possible.
The missionaries in Korea almost
without exception pay tribute to the
present administration, while some of
them are disturbed lest the work of
the Christian church in Korea should
receive too heavy a blow as a result
of these prosecutions.

fES

Seoul, Korea, June 29.: The cast
uers are all confined in
Health is the foundation oP 'l good
of the Koreans, charged with plotting
looks. The wise woman rcf'Ilze this
center of Seoul, where some
against the government, and the life 400 vyrr prisoners are confined. The
and takes precautions to preserve ber
of the governor general are to come prisvu is crowded. The
health and strength through the pe
prisoners sit
riod of child bearing. She remains a
up for hearing shortly. The evidence closely together and occupy each suf
tar
In the hands of the public prosecutor ficient 8 pace to enable him to He
pretty mother by avoiding!
of
the
dangers
possible
ie understood to bei voluminous.
suffering
In down. However,
anp
the Korean In his
Paris, June 29. Paul
svery woman
aJl 103 persons are held.
own home lives and moves In small the eminent French economist, has such occasions. This
us
Mother's
The Interesting feature of these ar space,. The cells are clean and thor Issued a striking appeal to Frenchmen may do through the-a remedy tr-t-tt has been so Ions
Friend,
rests Ia that nearly air of the accused oughly well ventilated. The prison and French women, in which he points In use, and accompusnea so much
are professing Christians. This has era all appear to be cleanly clothed out the grave danger of the depopula- good, that it is "la no sense an experi
caused much momment, and the accu and to be In good health. One or two ntlon and the denationalization of ment, but a preparation which always
hest results. It Is for
sation has been made that the Japan of the better class of prisoners are France by the reduced birth rate.
produces t
external application n1 80 penetrating
eee government was directing
cam' confined In more spacious cells, and year the deaths exceeded the births In
Its nat ur ft to thoroughly lubricate
paign especially against Christians be one of them, a baron, formerly minis In France by almost 35,000, and the very
nerve and tendon in
cause of uneasiness leBt the Influence ter of education, has a cell to himself total number of Mrths in 1911 was volved 4urlng the period before baby
11
or me cnurcn mignt Become nnnl,a- - with matting and ample bedding.
nature by expanding
26,030 less than the annual birth rate comes.
santly powerful In Japan's new posThe accusation has been frequently during the second period of the sec the skln and tissues, relieves tenderness ar1(l soreness, and perfectly presession.
published, and is believed by many of ond empire.
pares t h system for natural and safe
u
M.
The officials of Korea, Including the the missionaries, that torture haa been
declares that the mother hood. Mother s Friend has been
governor general, express surprise at used in the preliminary examinations drop In the French birth rate is im used ind endorsed by thousands ot
.
the attitude taken by a number of the to elicit testimony which might prove moral, due to the universal wlsh to mothe rB aDl
use will prove a com
m
leading missionaries. The governor the case of the police. The governor limit the family to the minimum. It fort ftna Penent
general, Count Terauchi, himself has general and General Akashl positively is not alone due to the fear ot the ex
said that there did not exist In the of deny the use of any form of torture pense of bringing up children, but al remedy. Mother's
A'TAOJtn
ficial mind the falntiest suspicion of or of violence In the prison.
so he claims, to the pure egotism of Friejhd is sold at
stores. Writs for free book tot
,any complicity or foreknowledge on
Some prisoners who have been re- married couples, who do not wish to drujl
expectant mothers, which contains
the part of the missionary body In con leased have shown marks which they be bothered by the rearing of
mu,:l1 valuable Information.
nection with 'this plot He dec lared declared were caused by torture, such
BU "FIELD KEGUUT0R CO.. Ailuta,
that it was the desire of tho govern as hanging by the thumbs, flogging
The economist hasseevral remedies
ment to
heartily with the and mental Influences.
Analysis of for what he considers a very threatenis better, he says, to suppress the
missions, and said: "I and my suc- their stories does not prove the truth ing situation for the future of France.
obligatory
pensions and have 50,000
cessor will always live up to the of the statements. Certainly none of First he thinks it is absolutely necesto' 60,000 , more births per year
promises and the program laid dbwn the prisoners now confined shows sary to teach the Frenchman that the
the1 salvation of France demand
when Japan first assumed the control any outward evidence of torture.
normal family should Include not few- ttr the
country shall be populated.
and government of Korea. The inA number of missionaries express er than three children. This teaching tjhat
structions of the emperor aro that re- themselves as satisfied that a plot did should begin in the schools, both pubMulal Hafld, the sultan of Morocco,
,
ligion and politics must be kept apart. exist.
lic and denominational, so that It may
who recently left Fez for Rabat has
In other words thu etata ami church
The trial will be open and the pris be propagated as a truth essential to Ja
reputation as a poet in the Moham
form two different branches. Both, oners will be given counsel. The evi the maintenance of the nation.
medan world and is also recognized as
however, tend to the same a,o.U, which dence will all be read In open court,
Furthermore, he favors the adop a writer of
His best
philosophy.
is the betterment of the
and and appeals to two higher courts are tion of a law, to be applied without,
known poem has recently been trans
both must
no
that
exception, providing
permissible.,
persons! lated Into Spanish
by Senor RIcardo
General Akashi, the chlof of the poThe common belief is that the case shall hold public positions or bo eltg' Baetsa,
lice, said that the evidence of a plot will develop a conspiracy in which a Ible for government employment o
The sultan starts by confessing his
was, he' believed, conclusive, hue the number of educated young Koreans any kind unless they have three childisenchantment
with life. Translated
great difficulty v.i;s to se.ife tru'.Vul have been connected as the leaders. It dren. The need of the third child
statements from the Koreans concern Is asserted that Koreans now living in that is what must be insisted up Jn literally, this portion of liig songs
reads: "From the heights to which
ed. Theea were most' young men America and certain other persons who throughout France, M. Leroy-Bea- l
,eJ Fate has borne
me, I see naught but
with advanced Ideas students and have been connected with Korea'3 declares. He estimates that of the
he admitted most of them were stu- past hut who are now living in Ameri- average ten marriages usually on or human heads servilely bowed. So
dents .'n the mission schools. He said ca, will be shown to have contributed two bring forth no children, while; the high am I placed that my hand out
that in the past large numbtrj of money and advice. Certain of the remaining couples content themF 8lve8 stretched could not encounter any
other hand, any friendly hand." Then
Koreans had professed Christianity in prisoners were the recipients of these with either one or two children.
he reverts to the hapy epoch when as
order to secure the protection and the funds, and are known to have distrib
the
As an additional encouragement,
simple camel driver he loved the
asistance of the foreign missionaries uted them. There is reason to believe economist recommends the
beautiful Bedouin girl, Aneise, and her
the
abuses
and
against
of a system of state premiums. alone.
injustices of that some of these were innocently a
Today, surrounded w",h diehes
tue Korean government After tho part of the plot
The sum of $100 In his opinion.- - should ia.id
wearied with rile sura
honors,
anner-ihad
Japtreses
Korea, thie
The revolution In China gave a con- be given for each third infant as well
the sultan sadly meditates upon the
existed a large elemtn of discortent siderable Impetus to this particular as for each, additional Infa-- nls
lrt'vocame past and upon hla first
And because of the sympathy f i'lt
conspiracy, which sought a revolution premium should foe dlstribud Irre love.
. ,
. u"-- - l i . r
rK. . . s
the'tfortune
the
inderestoration
Parents,
Korean
of
of
of th
Jjiroi" and
spective
men advaTL2Ai.to more Imiwrannnl
oi gcyalled converts',
Th- - Msasslna'tlon.
thesy latter BendeTjce.
of the
millionaires, should Woil?,,'-suvemor general was discussed as a wen as
e estimates tnat
poor,
"'jpicrt tm even rtioiii?!i they might part of this conspiracy, it Is believed; $30,000,000 per year would be the cost "Patience! Fate whispers to me.
And while expectant that the star of
Ptot sedlon. Gewal iAkasbi. wuo and the assassination of Prince
Ito, to the state of carrying out this plan,
ancient
had beeri'aecused of much harshness Durham White Stevens and the at- He believes
days shall shine again, res
that these premiums, if
over our heads, I still phall add
in dealing with this case, said that
tempted assassination of the premier they did not increase the birth rate, plendent
more and more pearls, to the
.he did not believe statements ,mado of Korea, all believed to have been would
pearls,
certainly hinder it from falling,
toy the prisoners who asserted that the the work of Christian
converts, lend and considers it very much better to marvellous regalia of Islam; and may
missionaries had actually attended considerable credence to the present spend the national money In this way the keen edge of the sword of ven
meetings where this conspiracy was charge.
than to distribute it in old age pen geance open to us at the propitious
hour the road to the ftaal triumph!
dlscusse
The governor general has made a sions.
Night sings my songs In secret todav:
but tomorrow they shall be Intoned in
the broad light, freelv. elnrlnnaivi"
The Inference is taken to be that he
hopes one day, not distant, to shake
off the yoke, or the"
protectorate of the
foreigner, and to conquer his inde
pendence a8 the Cherif of the Moors.
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This is to certifv that

AVE

LARGE SHEETS FROM FIFTY CENTS UP
u
PILLOW SLIPS
TEN. CENTS
BED SPREADS
NINETY CENTS
TOWELS LARGE SIZE FROM 10 CENTS UP
,

For the next six days we will give 1?4 off on all
BLANKETS AND COMFORTS

IT PAYS TO BUY

Because the advertiser has done
something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value
and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his
very business existence is at stake.
He believes ia his goods to the extent of
investing his capital, nor
only m making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails
to make.
good secure repe orders.,
V,
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade
name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of
quality.
ou are justified in being
suspicious of unadvertised goods be- cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to
spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
;

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

FnW.

Capital Paid in

'

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

CO.

TACOMA'S SUMMER
FESTIVAL
xacoma,
wash., June 29. Ths

Montamara Festo, Tacoma's mid-sumer carnival, ie at hand and visitors
are pouring into the city hy hundreds
from the northwestern
anaaa, witn a liberal sprinkling of
tourists from the least. The festival
program will he ushered in tomorrow
afternoon with a sacred concert in the
great Stadium, participated in by
more than BOO voices. King Tahoma.
his queen and court will make (heir
triumphal entry !nto the city Monday.
For the remainder of the week the pro
gram calls for 3 series of elaborate
outdoor spectacles in th stadium
industrial parades and historical pa
geants,
contests and athletio And aquatic compe-.itions- ,
con
cluding on the last two days of the
week with the f.rst autan.cblle read
races ever held In the Pacific north
trap-shoofn- g

J.SM. CUNNINOHAfl,
FRANKiSPRINOER,

I

President!
D.

HOSKINS. CubUr

LAS VEGAS

i

La.s Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
P

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

-

Wm. G. Ilaydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Qoskins

President
President
Treasurer
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Mrs. Lei a Love. w!fa nf
t,
a farmer living near Covena, Ua
I
II
aa'SB&$SL,M:.rTg
bh.yh;
tj nave taken Ifolev
Pills and find them tn ho n
claim for them. They gave me almost
WEDDING AT LAKE FOREST.
Hobart C. Chatfield-Taylowho are Falrlawn, the country home
Irstant relief when my kldnev.i were
the
Chicago, 111., June 29. Prominent among the
recognized leaders of Chibride's parents.
sluggish and inactive. I can cteerfully society folk
cities
both
representing
cago! society,
and Mr. Hendricks
recommend them ta all aufrora.
kidney troubles." O. O. Scbaefs- - and east and west filled the Presbyter-Ia-n Whitman, son of Mr. and Mrs. WilWANTED Large, clean cotton!
church in Lake Forest today for liam Whitman of
Red Cross Drug Co.
rags
,
Brookline, Mass. 9 this
r
the wedding of Miss Adelaide Uhat- Following the ceremony at the church
papers for saw. Optic office.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. an elaborate reception was held at
The Optic prints an the new
v.

wn.

r,

"The Store That Sells For Less"
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INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
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and irritations of the throat
uu ungs. ine genuine is in a
yellow package. Ask for FoIav. Wnn
ey and Tar Compound and accept no
u. u. scnaefer and Red
buuouiuhj.

urug

FOUR DAYS

SouthSidoPla

IV HV

and Tar Compound dflM tint Aftntaln
opiates, any habit forming drugs, or
r
lusieuienis mat could possibly
harm its users. On the eontmrv
it.
great healine and soothing miHH.
make it a real
remedy for coughs,
colds
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flat, trials;
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FADS AND
FASHIONS
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Kctr York, June 29. During the blue charmeuse or. taffeta, and chiflast lew years the popularity of the fon sleeves to match the frock, havold piece trotting frock for street ing an unllned air but really mounted
wear has steadily Increased and now on flesh colored tulle, may be providsuch If rocks In silk, in light weight ed for wear when the lingerie sleeves
wool. In linen and even In the thinner seem undesirable.
This Is one way of getting around
cottotts are accepted as correct for
suck use where once they would have the discomfort of the modish long
beui considered odd and out of place. tleeves; and sometimes a close fitma'ThU new custom undoubtedly means ting cuff of silk or other lock
-RiM.ar-ent
with
a
semi
used
Increased comfort, for a coat . and terial is
upper sleeve, which affords a litsklr costume with separate blouse,
I'm
eve-.- ;
when made of very light wool tle more coolress than
materof
heavier
the
sleeve
entirely
or (t silk, is warmer than a frock
of Ifcht material, but It Is one that ial.
As midsummer
arpt'JwlM
ma- easily be abused.
win wore ai. I
course
of
sleeve
rt
Ce objectionable feature of these
and
sleevra
reuchins
the
favor,
fronts Is the excessive shortness of the ii,re
and open there witb deep
wide
left
essieves, often supplemented by
turn-baccuff or wide,
trone lowness at the throat, the in- frills or wide
finish are ex
for
undersleeves
open
expensive, ready made frocks being
'
ceedingly cool and comfortable for
ltlcularly prone to , those foibles. hot weather wear; but the long
Ofcourse It Is an easy matter to wear
a juimpe with such a frock, a gulmpe sleeve does have a chic and knowing
tbfc will supply little undersleeves as air in the street frock, possibly be
well
w
as chemisette or collar. Kvery cause it Is seldom seen In, any
the cheap
cut
upon
and
original
phase
shows such gulmpes In great
ready made frocks or blouseB offered
arjpleaslng variety.
I illars, band embroidered or orna-- In the less- discriminating shops.,
Lingerie frocks worn under draped
mjted by both hand embroidery and
of colored silk muslin or chiftunics
,
have to a noticeable extent aup-- i
are
fon
being much worn in Paris
fded the, frill collar on the latest
a practical suggestion for
offer
and
-
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years ago. He declares that both Palmerston and Gladstone would have left greater reputations behind them bad they not stay
ed too long In parliament

well
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flat, final;
flat, final;
100-m-
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KNEW PREMIERS OF LONG AGO
London, June 29. Few men of today possess a greater fund of interJuly 8 Running high Jump, final; esting personal recollections of Eng ZIONISTS MEET IN CLEVELAND
standing broad pump, final; relay lish public life than Sir Francis B.
Cleevland,
O., June 23. Zionist
race, 400 meters, trials; relay race, Powell, who
today celebrated bis from all parts ot the country will
400 meters, final
eighty-fiftbirthday. Sir Francis en- meet here tomorrow, when the annuil
July 10 Pcle vault, final; putting tered parliament In 1863, when
convention of the Federation of Amerthe shot, best hand, final;
was premier and he enjoyed ican Zionists will assemble for a throe
s

flat, final;

FOR

OLYMPIC

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION Adrian
Rabeyrolle.

Pen-tatho-

,

h

TEAMS REPRESENTING VARIOU8
sartor.
NATIONS GATHER IN
First u&m. at T L m.; cecoad mas
flat, trials;
flat, final; a more or less Intimate acquaintance days' session. The convention is ex
it 10 a, m. Sunday school In English
STOCKHOLM.
flat, final.
with the Earl of Derby, Lord John pected to be one of the most importnd Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish at
July 11 Putting the weight, right Russell, William E.
Gladstone, Lord tant ever held by the federation-Ther- e
: 30 p. m.
Rosary and benediction
and left hand, final;
flat, Deaconsfields and their successors In
29. The stage is
June
Stockholm,
are indications also that the
,f the blesaed sacrament at 7:30 p
hurdle rice, trials; the
xvt and players assembled In readi final;
on his be- gathering will be larger than usual,
Acting
premiership.
u
10,000 meters walking race, final.
lief that the man who stays too long many delegates coming from Oregon,
iitHg for the rise of the curtain for
CaiuechUui tor English
speaking
July 12 Running broad Jump, fin- In
to
ex
what
be
the
greatest
promises
public life make a mistake, Sir California, Texas and other distant
i i.ilren
on Tuesday 4 p. m., and or
al; throwing the discus, best band, Francis
hibition
of
athletic
of
prowess
voluntarily retired from par parts of the country.
10
a. m.; for Spanish speak
ittiurday
flat, final: team
and speed and skill the final;
strength
4
on
and
children
p.
m.,
Thursday
tig
300 meters, final.
world has ever seen. Competitors race,
n Saturday at 9 a, m.
July 13 Standing high Jump, final:
from the four corners of the globe
throwing the discus, right and left
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR, have gathered in Stockholm to take
band,
final;
flat final:
In
the
of
1912,
Olympic games
SOWS Rev. Paul Gilbenou, pastor part
LAS
SPRINGS
team race, 3,000 meters, final
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun which will be the fifth renewal of the
14
July
the
Throwing
hammer.
iay excepted. Second mass 8:30 great public games of the ancient final; marathon race (40,200)
meters)
sermon In English, hymns rendered Greeks since the Athens tournament
revival of the final; relay race, 1,400 meters, trials;
A special
for the Hot Springs will leave
by the children under the direction of 1S96 marked the
Decathon, first
it the Sisters of Loretto. Third ma. events after an Interval of more than July 15 Relayday,race 1,600
Passenger Depot
2,00 P. fl. on
meters,
t 10:30 a. 'm., sermon in Spanish 1,000 years. .
cross
final;
8,000
met
country race,
Prom 3 to 4 Sunday school. At
Twenty-fiv- e
countries have sent
SUNDAY JUNE 30111.,
Sacra representatives to the tournament ers; hop, step and Jump, final; De
of the Blessed
Benediction
second day.
ment At the New Mexico Hosplta and the total number f contestants cathon,
The metric system of measurement
(or the Insane mass every fourtl will exceed 2,000.
Next 10 Sweden, is used by the
Olympic committee for
the
pastor.
which naturally leads In the number all distances
Sunday by
leaving the Hot Springs for the return
4
In the games at Stock
of entries, the countries having the holm.
P.
For
same
the
convenience of read
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
FIRST
largest numerical representation are ers the following tables of distances
3HURCH Cor. Eighth street and Na Great Britain and the United States.
Rare for the round tiip Adults. 45c, Children
is given:
Jonal avenue) ID. C. Anderson, pastor The other countries that nave enterover
run
age of six and under 12 years, 25c.
109.3 yards
Frch frocks, the frill, though atSunday scho' at 9:45. Preaching at ed fairly full teams are France, Gerlast
of
over
lingerie
the
years'
doing
run
218.6 yards
tlve, having been overdone. Often
Tickets on sale
Depot only.
Its 11 o'clock Epworth League at 6:45; many, Russia, Hungary, Austria, Nor
run
tee collars do not meet In front frock whose sheer bodice has lost
437,2 yards
8:00.
service
at
preaching
evening
way, Finland,- Denmark, Canada,'
Lettuce green, cerise,
run
874.4 yards
extend only around to each' side freshness.
A cordial invitation
Is extended tc
all the
hernia, Holland, Italy, Australia and
r
D.L. BATCIIELOfl, Agent.
run
1,639.5 yards
he front, the space between being fuchsia, the brighter blues,
no
wo:
other
of
who
hi'e
til
place
New Zealand.
are effective
Other countries that
hurdle
126.2
fibd by one of the wide jabots. This gay colors of the season
trad
divine
at
to
tht
services
at
yards
will be represented is the athletic
white under hip
hurdle
437.2 yards
fes a cut with a suggestion ot in this connection, the
hurcn.
soften
and some of them in
texture
their
competitions
r
run
10.950.0 yards
lujreness at 'the throat, in place of
Some of
other events as well are Japan,
FIRST pHRISTIAr
more familiar round or pointed ing their tone becomingly.
CHURCH
un
are
the
good
Greece,
Swltaerland, Servia, Turkey,
purples
particularly
DOUBT DISAPPEARS
Main and Eighth streets, W. R. Qulgs, and many women to whom the
South Africa and Portugal.
white.
der
Belgium,
of
latter types
collarless neckgin. Pastoj
and white taffeta
White satin
Several preliminary competltons, No One In East Las Vegas Who Has a
10 a.
scnooi.
sh, or rather low collar neck fin- shirt form
Bad Back Can Ignore This Double
11 a.
are unbecoming, will find that waists of the
and preach including shooting and lawn tennis,
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
have long sleeves with deep frills fall
I
Proof.
servlcs Subject: Psalm 23, third were started today, but the real sport
i square line Is kinder.
ing
are
of the meet won't take place until a
e slightly rolled collar with ing over the hand. The shoulders
verse: "Hi Restored My Soul"
set
sleeves
the
cut
with
long,
very
Does your back ever ache?
week hence, when the formal open7 p. mlChristlan Endeavor.
nted front, finish Us gaining in
at the
or
bound
In
with
edge
a
piped
Have
will
track
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and
the
first
be
you suspected your kidneys?
8
or and on simple tub frocks Is
service. Sub ing
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cut Is the kimono form,
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off.
field
and
"I
games
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pulled
True
Vine."
and trim. On the armhole. The
'fptU becoming
ject,
fact that the
With it comes dizzy spells,
French models, these
Ro for in spiteIn of the is no shoulder Wednesdh 7:45 p. m. Prayer rade will feature the opening ceresets
there
sleeve
of
the
Sleepless nights, tired, dull days,
monies.
The
an)
representatives
workers'
are
collars
conference.
to
be
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meeting
frequently
seam. Buttoning down the front the
various countries will form into
Distressing urinary disorders.
seen, and the collar running In
directoire collar Is formed first by a ST. PAUL1! MEMORIAL CHURCH. groups, divided according to the
Cure the kidneys to cure ft all.
straight lines from the base of the
band which ex
Doan's
little
standing
upright
Kidney Pills bring quick re
are
In
which
competing
they
Rev. J. S. tyre:, Rector, 716 National sports
throat to some point on a line with
of the way
and will carry their national banners. lief.
It to the shoulder points Is also liked, tends
avenue.
around. To Mils Is set a second col
Bring many thorough, lasting cures.
Fourth Siflay after Trinity, June The preparations are on a gigantic
,hls kind of collar being usually as- which rolls loosely, falling in the
You have read East Las Vegas
lar
He!
scale.
1912.
some
sort of soft fichu
Communion 7.30. Sun.
30,
polated with
al the front and
characteristic
proof.
point
All of the visitors are loud in their
OVERLAND MODEL
t revers" drapery or with front
day school '95; morning prayer and
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f
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edge
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nt gralmpe with sleeves worn with a
tURCH. Corner Main Idrottsforbundet to use the official
Charles
an attractive finish for the avenue and 4th
maklne
,713 Main Ave.,
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hand
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ther, and, luckily, Is once more in
is underwear decorated with a cross
Kidney Pills and at this time I can
Las Vegas AutoiDobile & Machine Co
tyle. Most often, perhaps, It Is In motive. The cross is made of lace or m. Sunday Slol at 9; 45 a. m. A. riving foreign delegation and noth corroborate the statement I
then gave
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M.
would
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meeting
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in their praise.
I obtained Doan's
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fcream lingerie material associated gown,
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permanent."
lace Insertion is used to make the 1ST CHURCH
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For sale by all dealers. Price 50
one piece is laid over the other tor. Regular
cross,
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2
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every
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standing room fcr an additionRemember the name Doan's and
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.
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The experience of Motherhood Is a
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the Clark forces and then hurried
"f iflcera will seat that man," was er tried to finish, k;.t the uproar
about visiting the various delegations. sjKmted from the platform as Knox drowned his voice.
v
"You shall not press down upon the
ESTABLISHED 1S7.
Bryan was pale and haggard as he ivehemently shook his fist and con
stood QtTtae platform facing the tum tinued his protest, while pandemonium trow of democracy a thorny crown of
Published By
ult he had created on the floor below reigned on the floor and In the galle anarchy. You shall not cmclfy us
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
him. Prom time to time he mopped ries. Adding to the confusion, the po upon a cross of selfishness," shouted
(Incorporated)
the dripiing perspiration from his fur- lice ejected an intruder who was mis--, Glddings and left the platform
The result of the fourteenth ballot
rowed brow. With one hand be held taken by the crowd for a delegate.
ML M. PADGETT
EDITOR the iron
railing in front of him and Waves of alternate protest and ap- was si follows:
Clark E50; Wilson 362; Underwood
the other nervously, wielded a big plam proval fairly shook the building, while
leaf fan. When he spoke he had a de- Bryan still stood amid the storm mo- 113; Harmon 29; Marshall 30; Bryan
fiant glare In his eye. His voice was tioning for quiet that he might pro- 2; Kern 2.
On the fifteenth ballot the candiEntered at the poatofflce at East husky. Occasionally he would let go ceed.
dates stood: Clark 552; Wilson 362;
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for Lranemls- - his hold of the railing to shake a
Bryan to Support Nominee
"I expect to support the nominee of Underwood 110V6: Harmon 29; Marloa through the United State, maili warning finger at the delegates. Bryan
It this convention," said Mr. Bryan. "1 shall 30; Bryan 2; Kern 2.
held the stage for nearly an hour.
M second clan matter.
There was practically no change In
was thought to be his last stand before don't expect any man to be nominated
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
the convention, but he declared that If here who would permit a partnership the sixteenth ballot, the leaders standas
the right man was nominated he between Morgan, Ryan and Belmont ing: Clark 551; Wilson 362
Dally, by Carrier:
t .05 would Introduce a resolution authoriz and himself. But I am not called upon against 652 for Clark and 362 for
Copy
.11 ing the candidate to appoint his cam to give a bond to meet an issue be- Wilson on the fifteenth ballot
One Week
fore the conditions surrounding It are
65 palgn committee and not be handicap
One Month
7 S0 ped by a national committee on which definitely formed."
One Year
Bryan closed with the declaration
Daily by Mall
'the interests'' were represented.
he would cast his vote for Govthat
NEW YORK TOPICS
One Tear
.....-.$6.move
interrupt
Bryan's sensational
100 ed the fourteenth ballot.
Hx Months
It created ernor Wilson while cheer after cheer w.
a great deal of feeling and seemed in rolled from the galleries and floor,
New York, June ;9. Attnougli 33
WEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK
the opinion of most of the leaders fin overwhelming the volley of protests
new
GROWER
here
amid
and
heard
hisses
and
there
postal banks were opened In
ally to wtspose of the Nebraskan as
...$2.00 a possible candidate. The antagonism the confused uproar. Bryan made his New York city the other day, this
One Tear
tLW to him was
Biz Month
way back to the Nebraska delegation fact does not seem to worry the
intensa.
was reached W. J. having thus aded another sensation to ier banks not connected directly with
When
Nebraska
(Oasn In Advance for Mail Subscrip
the convention's proceedings.
the government. The National City
Bryan demanded a poll of the delega
tiona)
Missouri
of
which recently celebrated the
Senator
Stone
took
the
bank,
called.
tion. His was the first name
T
Remit by draft, check or money
to reply to Mr. Bryan, not lrf centennial of Its foundation, Is doing
platform
ex
to
an
for
ask
"I
opporunlty
Order. If aent otherwise we will not
or protest, he said, as every rally well with deposits of more than
plain my vote,", said Bryan, amid a complaint
te responsible for lot.
man had a right to speak his voire and $207,000,000 and the officials "of the
disorder.
tumult
of
Specimen oopiea free on appllca-take the responsibility. .
bank did not show the least concern
"Vote, vote, vote "shouted the dele
lon.
"I demand the regular order the or apprehension when at the postal
gates
roll call" interjected Congressman substation at 60 Wall street, across
ILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT Nebraska asked to be polled. Bryan Palmer of
the street from the National City
Pennsylvania.
rose in his chair In the Nebraska
TUB EXPIRATION OF TIME
The din soon drowned Senator bank, a postal savings bank was open
'
a
as
of
was
the
order
state
poll
PAID FOR.
ed. He was interrupted with "vote, Stone'a remaining sentences and the ed the other morning. The total depoll of the Nebraska vote on the four posits received at the new postal bank
Advertisers are guaranteed the vote" as he asked to explain his vote.
teenth
ballot temporarily Interrupted on the lirst day of its existence
largest dally and weekly circulation Acting Chairman Sulzer ruled that "by Bryan's explanation was resumed.' amounted to a total Qf $9. The clerk
In
was
order but the actual
af any newspaper In Northwestern nothing
Bryan'soon was Involved again in a In charge pf the bank contributed $2
vote. Bryan persisted in explaining
New Mexico.
heated controversy as a question was of the deposits.
3
A8r
0
amid shovts of "vote, vote." raised as to each Nebraska delegate
The employes of the National City
TELEPHONES
Bryan Baidt "As Jong as New
BUSINESS OFFICII ......... .Main 2 York's vote is cast for Clark I with choosing his own alternate. Amid the bank fared pretty well at the centen
confusion Mr. Bryan on a chair could nial celebration of that bank. James
hold my vote from him."
Main
NEWS DEPARTMENT
be faintly heard declaring that If New Stlllman, now chairman of the board
The convention was an uproar.
Senator Stone, of Missouri Bhouted York and Virginia maintained ther of directors, but for many years presSATURDAY, JUNE 29, 1912.
above the din, pleading with the dele sovereign rights concerning such dele- ident of the bank, cabled from Paris
as sat with them (referring to a gift of $100,000 for a fund to be
gates and galleries to listen to Bryan. gates
Messrs. Belmont and, Ryan) Nebraska used for the bank's employes.
The
BRYAN CHANGES HIS
Bryan remained mounted on his chair.
select her directors appropriated another $100,-00- 0
Senator Stone made his way to the maintained her rlght-tfrom the surplus of the bank. to go on a strike. The iaderg are
platform to ask for time for Mr. Bry-a-n delegates and alternates in her own
With
the money already In the treas- only waiting for an oprtune mo
way.
VOTEJO WILSON
to explain his vote. Above the
When the Oklahoma poll was taken ury of the employes' fund, the latter ment to call out the men id to cause
din a motion granting unanimous con
sent to Bryan to speak was declared delegates from that state demanded no wamounts to about $225,000. The the greatest discomfort jnd annoy
i
(Continued from Page One)
the same right accorded to Mr. Bry fund Is to be held by the treasurer of ance
possible by tying uull funerals.
carried, and the commoner proceeded
to explain. This precipitated an the City Bank club, ana only the inan,
leader of the progressives, asserted to the platform amid cheers and
other controversy. Mr. Bryan ap- come Is to be used. The club is comMrs. J. E. Henry. AkrcJ Mich., tells
that a nomination would mean nothing Bhouts' of - derision.
how she did so: "I ia bothere-Oklahofor
450
fair
of
and
the
of
the
pealed
the
employes
posed
play
Great 'confusion continued as Bry
of the deleunless made by
with my kidneys and hafo go nearly
an motioned to the crowd for quiet. ma delegates at last were heard from bank and none of the officers is eli- double. I tried a same of Foley
gates and that it would require a
the
to
In
addition
for
gible
membership.
platform.
tvianey Fills and they dime bo much
ote to suspend the rules to He spoke ' deliberately, explaining in
An Oklahoma delegate asked to this generous gltt to the employes the good that I bought a bile, and feel
permit a majority nomination. Chair detail his vote, amid an Impressive si
that they saved me big doctor's
his change of vote from Wil directors are contemplating a
Bryan read from a prepared explain
UiaU OIUJ. WUCU I OtV('l H.UUUL LilU I W lence.
bni " n. rj. RrhaefnJt Rod Cros4
on the fourteenth ballot
yiaTr"t provRie Tor agea and" sn-son
to
Clark
" '
Drug Co.,
that he felt sure a statement He said Nebraska had al- replied:
employes. No part of the $200,000. dobeen
ways
a
nomination would he given to Clark
progressive state. In
"HARVEYS" lOPEN
"My name is Glddings, of Opulent, nated to the employes is to be used
In view of the majority vote received this convention, he said, the progres Oklahoma. I have always followed the in endowing the pension fund.
Thirtieth season, 1 Harvey in
sive
was
sentiment
overwhelming and lead of the Nebraskan, but I do not
by him.
charge. Auto to carrip house, WedHo said that If Wilson or any other no candidate would have a chance If like to sit here and hear aspersions
be- nesday and Saturday a a. m., returnsre
strikes
These
everlasting
should at sometime secure a majority known not to be progressive.
on my fellow democrats. I think it coming quite a nuisance in this rity. ing same day. For jssage phone EVERYBODY READS
and fail of the nomination then it The resolution adopted against anv Is time to call a halt in
personalities Nearly everybody seems to have Main 385 or leave ord at Murpheyg.
candidate
subservient to Morgan, and I stand on
might he necessary to change the
I want to some grouch, especially the workers Cutler Brothers or ia Hotel
principles.
rules and that the convention had the Ryan and Belmont, showed the desires go back to Oklahoma with my record organized in unions. Even if ihoy
of
the convention, ( Mr. Bryan said.
power to do so.
clean." Here a delegate called from have no real cause for oomplalit
Chairman James called the conven- The vote of New York represented the the floor, "you may go back, but you their leaders manage to scrape up
tion to order at 1:06. The chaplain, wishes of one man, Charles F. Mur will never come back."
one Just for the sake of making
the Rev. Dr. John Roach Straton of phy, declared Bryan, and. he representIn many cases,
Mr. Giddlngs defended Ms record as things interesting.
ed the same interests that
sought to a democrat and asked if Mr. Bryan perhaps In the majority of thorn,
Baltimore, then said the prayer.
Cots
The Wl was in confusion with del-- dominate the Chicago convention. He could do the same.. "I ask this con- these strike agitators merely stir up
DAYS
and
his
associates
Or
of
aisles.
the
into
the
Nebraska vention," concluded the Oklahoman, dissatisfaction and) trouble because
egate'crowdlng
BSale
Bedding
der vflt finally secured at 1:15 and delegation, he said, were unwilling to to turn upon Mr. Bryan' a
paraphrase they know from experience that there
for thtj thirteenth time the clerk be- accept the name of any man who was of a statement of his own, thou shait Is good fishing in muddy waters. The
receiving-thbenefit of Mr. Murphy's not
or
gan tin galling of the roll.
press down on the brow of demo waiter strike is still unsettled urd
Gossip alout the floor was that the leadership. Shouts of approval con- cracy a crown of
now the news comes that the Funeral
popular prejudice against the "13thw stantly Interrupted Bryan, with occaHere a yell Interrupted. The speak- - and Hearse Drivers' union is about
roll call would prevent any material sional parliamentary protests, but he
changes .hi the vote on that ballot. It pushed on.
I shall not be a party," declared Mr.
was also said that the "unlucky Fri"to the nomination of any man
Bryan,
last
night prevented
day" superstition
Ready-to-We- ar
shifts that might have made a nomi- who will not be absolutely free to car
nation possible. The roll call began ry out the
Ryan, Belwith the same monotonous repetition mont resolution and make his adminthat marked last night's voting and istration reflect government of, for
ended without nomination. The rum- and by the people. I shall withhold
ored shift in the vote1 of the Nebraska my vote for Mr. Clark as long as Newx
delngation did not materialize on this York votes for him."s
Governor McCorkle of West Virginia
'ballot, the record remaining Clark 13;
Wilson 3. There had been some ques- interrupted to ask: "If the nomina
tion about New York on the thirteenth tion of a democratic candidate is made
$35.oo, $37.5o and $40.00
but Charles F. Murphy made his usual with the vote of New York will you
ouns
ana uresses
then
the
support
90
candidate?"
announcement of
for Clark again.
As Bryan began to answer, a dele
Wilson took one from Underwood
$22.50, $25.00 and $30.00
In North Carolina, and took two. from gate shouted "Are you a democrat?''
Suits and Dresses
This nettled the commoner and he
Clark in Ohio.
shouted:
"If
that man will give me
The result of the thirteenth ballot
$15.00, $17.50 and $20.00
I
his name I will record H, beside that
was:
Suits
and
Dresses
of
Cool-stoyMessrs.
Ryan, Belmont and Mor
e
Clark 554; Wilson 356; Underwood
'"
'
'
"
115; Harmon 29; Marshall 30; Foss gan."
Answering McCorkle, Mr. Bryan said
2; Bryan lv
This showed a gain of five for Clark. it as a different thing to oppose a man
It suit the most exacting French chef. It suits the housewife. It
and Underwood In a convention and oppose him after
Wilson gained 2
yj
in camps in farms
in humble city homes.
in luxurious villas
found
a
is
convention.
on
was
roll
the
he
would
Foss
Nothing,
said,
put
lost IVi.
Everybody uses it ; everybody likes it It bakes, broils, roasts and
Kern received no justify the supposition that he would
with two votes.
toasts as well as a coal range.
not support the nominee.
votes and Bryan was given one.
It is equipped with a special heating plate, and we seD the New
"Would you support Clark, Wilson,
'"Before the result of the thirteenth
Perfection oven, broiler, toaster, and pancake griddle.
Harmon,
Underwood, Marshall, Kern
ballot was announced, Bryan appeared
on the platform. He talked to Chair- or Foss, If one of them received a
free Look- - t-- r
vote of this convention in
man James for a moment and then
Book with
resumed his seat in the Nebraska sec- cluding the vote of New York?" asked
Cook-stov- e
tvery ttove.
tion. A cheer swept the hall from the Governor Brewer of Mississippi.
Cook. Book
also given to
"The
'7 deny the right of the gentleman
time he left his seat until he returnAll dealen sell the itove. It U handsomely
2opnt
It"! It
(Et
anyone tending
finished in nickel, with cabinet top, drop
ed to it. At 1:40 the roll call was be- to ask such a hypothetical question
all
5 cents to cover
sheWes, towel racks, etc Long chimneys, engun for the fourteenth time. During unless he puts into' the question evmailing cost
Uttan
1, 2 or 3 burners.
ameled turquoise-bluf
I,
h), t
J
the fourteenth ballot Chairman James ery material and relative elements of
.
surrendered the gavel to William Sul- - the Issue."
CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
Knox of Albama was on his chair,
7.er, of New York, and went to the
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
floor.
Boise, Salt Lake City
shouting protests against the aPblratry
He conferred with Senator Stone of continuance of Bryan's speech.
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The summary: Stolen bases Ellis Owen. Sacrifice hits Mclntyre.
Sacrifice fly Smith. Two base hits
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SALE
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BIG
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SLUTS TO MEASURE

Phooe Maiu a

A

Fireproof paper decorations, a traem
ers, tlags, etc. A. P. Moron.
Esequtel Baca arrlvea last evening
Marr, McKnight,
Buckles, 'Lyons,
RATON
It was a good idea of ours to offer for sale the suits left on our hands at
from Albuquerque and was a visitor
inree base hits Marr, Hanna 2,
a bie reduction
In Las Vegas today.
Sorensen.
Bases on balls off Mo.
We had such splendid success in sellm these that we
immediately collected 50 mere suits from our
Dr. W. T. Brown of the Valmora
Knight 2, off Sorensen 3. Srtuck out
......
.
.
IT WAS A BUM EXHIBITION AND
wmcn
omer
we
are
now
to
stores,
offer
for
Industrial Sanitarium was In Las Vepleased
by McKnight 6, by Sorensen 8. Hit
your approval. These new ones are surely
THE LESS SAID ABOUT IT
gas today on business.
by pitcher Ellis,
Ward.
Time
of
and
all
made
in
our
best
dandys,
of
up
Sizes from 35 to 43 and everyone a different
work.
grade
THE BETTER.
game 2:00.
District Attorney Charles V. U.
Umpire Murphy.
color.
we give you the benefit of the desposit on these which makes
Remember
a suit cost you
Ward left this morning for Mora on
a short business trip.
from $10.00 to $15.00. Come in and look these over while
are
they
complete.
Jose S. Esquibe! has returned from
lit
i.
THE MAROONS' RECORD.
Don't forget that we are still doing the best FRENCH DRY CLEANING AND PRESS"
Enclnosa where he has been for sevMay 18 Dawson, 6; MaING in the city.
eral days on a u
visit.
roons, g.
I. H. ftapp, the well known archi
May 19 Dawson, 4; Matect of Trinidad anad Santa Fe, stoproons, 20.
ped off in Las' Vegas last evening.
Fortnightly Cu b
May 26 Santa Fe, 2; Ma
Gives a Dance
roons, 7.
John H. Hicks, the well known
What undoubtedly was one of the
ranchman of Santa Rosa, was a visMay 29 Santa Fe, 0: Ma
most enjoyable Informal dances of the
roons, 10.
itor In Las Vegas today on business.
spring and summer was given
May 30 Santa Fe, 3; MaLocal view post cards at Schaefers.
roons, 10.
evening Jby the Fortnightly
35 subjects. Always
something new.
club In the parlorj'of the Las Vegas
1 Albuquerque
June
Ma8;
Mrs. R. Montgomery
Sessler ut
Commercial club . Thirty-fou- r
roons, 15.
couples
Philadelphia Is a visitor In Las Vegas,
were in attendance, which number In2 Albuquerque,
June
Ma6;
being a guest at the home of Mr. and
cluded members or the
.
roons, 7.
i'u'L
Fortnightly
Mrs. Will N. Rosenthal.
y
club and the younger married set of
June 8 Indians,
Ma
W. P. Matchette. Santa Fe transthe Commercial club. Delicious punch
roons, 8.
portation Inspector, with headquarwas served during the
June 9 Indians, 6; Ma- evening. The
ters In Trinidad, arrived In Las Vedainie was a program affair and
roons, 8.
began
gas last evening on business.
June 11 Colorado" Sjr:ugs,
promptly at 9 o'clock. Thoee present
. Berlin Caldwell of Springer was a
were Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
2; Maroons, 9.
Spless, Roy Prentiss winning first prize, and
visitor in Las Vegas today, having
Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
June 12 Colorado Spring?,
Gortner, Mr. and Mrs. George Hunker second.
Mrs.
arrived last evening from his home.
Mrs. Leslie Wltten, Mr. and Mrs. E.
7; Maroons, 13.
Jake
was
Stern
consolaawarded
the
Mr. Caldwell Is a livery man.
June 13 Colorado .Spring,
Mcwenle, Mr. and Mrs. Hallett tion prize.
W. A. Dow of Colmor, merchant
3; Maroons, 4.
Kaynolds, Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Ray
w
June 15 Abuquerque.
and postmaster of that place, came In
noias, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. McKeever,
2;
The Harmony club met Thursday
of Chicago; Dr. and Mrs. C. S.
Maroons, 7.
yesterday afternoon, and will be a
Losey, evening with Mrs. E. J. Scott at her
June 16 Albuquerque,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Trumbull. Mrs
visitor in Las Vegas for several days.
1;
home, 511 Tenth street. This was an
H. E. Fell of Raton, Mrs. Wallace RavMaroons, 6.'
Division Superintendent F. I Myopen
meeting to which the husbands
June 24 Trinidad, 0; Manolds of Omaha, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
ers returned this afternoon In his priof the members were Invited. A beau
roons, 7.
Clark, Mr. and Mrs. H, G. Coors, Jr., tiful musical
vate car on train No. 1 from La Junta
program was rendered
June 24 Trinidad, 4; Mamiss Lucy Clements,
Miss Marie toy members of the
where he had been In attendance at
society, and the
roons, L
Clements, Miss Alice Coors,
a meeting of railroad officiaia
MIeb meeting was an
one. Delienjoyable
28
June
Marguerite Rudulph, Miss Mary Tip- cious rfreshments were served
Raton, 10; MaLeroy Helfrich, route agent of the
by
roons, 14.
ton, Miss Heather Hill, Miss Helen the hostess at
Wells,,rFargo Express company with
the conclusion of the
Standing of the Team
Kelly, Miss Mildred
headquarters In Albuquerque, was a
Miss meeting.
Browne,
Won 16, lost 1; per cent
Jeanette Ward, Miss Rachael Ward.
visitor in Las Vegas today, having
.941,
Mi3s Florence Hosklns, Miss
arrived . from rtne north last evening.
Sargent
or Chicago, Miss Farrand, Miss Leach
Make your old hat look new. One
Miss Lorna Johnson, Miss Emma Tam
dollar ($1.00), flowers for BOo, trimFor ordinary everyday use, week after week, and month, after
me, Miss Mary Coors, Miss Marguerite
med on your old hat for nothing. Mrs.
no motor car at any price will give
month,
Las
14;
10.
Vegas,
Cluxton,
Lawrence Tamme, Cecil Bou
you more faithful or
That was
Raton,
L, P. Wright, 509 Sixth street, E. Las
the result of yesterday's game at cher, H. F. Tiiten. W. N. Watson n
enduring service than an Everitt "30" at $1,250.
'
Vegas.
TO YOAKUM
It has th power, tbe speed, the roominess and the comfort
at. Rohrer, Richard Devlne.
Dr. P. J. M. Ackers of Mobile, Amusement park.
George
that you need. It Is big enough but not too big. It Is as simple
Sounds rotten; It was rotten.
Thompson, Orrin Blood, Lawrence
Ala., arrived this morning from his
as any good car can bq. It will stay In order and
home and will be In Las Vestas a
Playing was rotten; umpiring was nam, 114 Springer, Manuel Henrl- keep running
under the most trying conditions. And it can be operated
short time visiting Mrs. Akers and rotten; language used by some per quez, Relf WIngo. S. Toleman. T.w
by yourself at a fraction of tbe usual "automobile upkeep" cost.
children, who have been in las Ve sons in the grandstand was rotten: rence McKeever, Max Spless, Colbert
This last point Is especially Interesting, its truth can be read-?ll- y
language used by some persons on Root, D. G. Hart, R. F. Johnson and
gas during the past winter.
BOUT
GOES
SIXTEEN
demonstrated.
ROUNDS
The car will average 18 miles to the gallon of
was
"Buell
the
lieid
McKeever of Chicago.
rotten; crowd was rotF, E. Sommers, superintendent of
AND IS 8TOPPED BY REFE-- '
fueL The tires are unusually large, and
m
therefore,
the Rio Grande division of the Santa ten considering the class the game
REE, WITH DECISION.
uuw.ou. aujr mouiuw or your lamiiy can anve an
'
Fe road, passed through Las Vegas was expected to show.
Japanese Party at
"Everitt 30."
this afternoon In business car No.
fcvery appearance Indicated that Greenclay Home
will
Kid
It
be
and
not
Yoakum,
Why should you pay an extravagant price for any automobile,
Miss Leona Greenclay, daughter of
407 en route from La Junta to his both clubs had fallen Into an "off
Lewis Newman who will meet Kudy
when you can get all the real advantages of the costliest in the
Mr.
Mrs.
and
on
Charles
the same occasion. But the
day
headquarters in Albuquerque.
Greenclay. was
Unholz, the fighting Boer, here on
"Thirty" at so reasonable a figure T Think It over, and let ui
Ernest Spitz, who is employed by Maroons won and everybody left feel hostess on Monday afternoon at
the night of July 3. 'X. uat was decidshow you the car.
,,
.
unique apanese party. Every detail
the Albuquerque branch of the ing reasonably happy.
ed last night In Albuquerque when a
of the affair was carefully carried out
Charles Ilfeld company, will arrive
The box score:
battle between Newman asd Yoakum
H-- F.
In the Japanese scheme.
AB. R, H. PO. A
tonight from the Duke City and will Raton
The guests was
stopped in the sixteenth round
were
be In Las Vegas until after July 4.
In
dressed
ss
kimonos and games of
Marr,
6
3 3 0
Sub-AenWanted
STATE AGENTS
anT the decision was given to the
Las Verjas, N. M
Mrs. R. M. Johnson, sister of W. G. Henry, cf
4
Japan were played. The Greenclav
Texan.
The
was
a
fight last night
home was decorated in Japanese col
E. Gortner. and his daughter. Miss M. Henry, 3b
affair and the referee de
ors, and the refreshments were serv gruelling
Irma Gortner, are expected to arrive Peters, rf .,
cided It better to Intervene than to
In
ed
Japanese style. Miss Greenclay's allow the
early next month from Goshen, Ind Hanna, If .,
slaughter to proceed. New
to spend the remainder of the sum- Smith, lbT
guests were Miss Regina Stern. Miss
.4tl
man
Yoakum' fought In Albu
and
Chella Van Petten, Miss Edith Wheemer visiting Mr. and Mrs. Gonne'1.
.5 0
Shirley, 2b
querque two weeks' ago, the battle reler
of
Denver
Charles Lambert, pt ICimarron, Swift, c ...
who
Is
.4 0
visiting Miss
"
Van Petten; Miss Phebe Hart, Miss sulting In a draw.
came it yesterday afternoon from his McKnight, p
.5 1
Unholz
has
a
lot
made
of friends
Madeline Mills, Miss Ruth Winters,
home, and will be a visitor In Las
In Las Vegas since his arrival here a
Totals
Vegas until after July 4. Mr. Lambert
42 10 16 24 10 5 Miss Marie Mann, Miss Ruth Nahin,
week ago. He sure Is a funny lookmade the trip to Las Vegas by auto Maroons
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. Miss Helen Nahm, Miss Mary Lowrv.
and will nut his car out for hire! Clark. If
Miss Lorraine Lowry, Miss Alice ing guy when he gets into his ring
2 2
....5
while here.
Coors, Miss Elizabeth Coors. Miss clothes, with crooked, knotty legs
1 12
Buckles, c .
....6
and ponderous shoulders. ' But those
Frances
Fourth
...
Meyers, Miss Lucy Myers,
July
decorations, for home Lyons, cf
....5
knots on TJnholz's frame are made up
or business places. A P. Moran.
Miss Mildred Myers. Ml
Lockhart, ss
of supple muscles and he Is as fast as
Mrs. Charles A. Spless, accompan pwen,
Matson, Miss Mary Graubarth, Mlae
3b'.., ....5
led by Mr. and Mrs. J. L. McKeever Ellis, rf .....
Helen Danzlger, Miss Eileen Rosen greased lightning. He Is a scrapper,
We are prepared to suoolv vou with the. hi hoc
...4
a- all .right, and there's no denying the
and Buell McKeever of Chicago, left Mclntyre, lb
4
thai, Mies Carrie Greenberger, Miss
color
fast
and
Flags
in
statement.
Bunting
any quantity you may wish, at
this morning for Mora. They made Ward, 2b ..i
2
Henrietta Kaufman, and Miss ClaraLast night TJnhoiz put on some
sAccyuuuauy tow prices. , All new, 48 star goods.
the trip In the Spless touring car, El Sorensen, p .. .....4
belle Adler.
mer Fowler of the Las Vegas Auto
.raining stunts in the commission
5 Pt.x8Ft Fast Color,
Heavy Grade Flag.
$2.50
corner of Sixth and
and Machine Shop driving.
headquarters,
Totals
39 14 14 27 8 6 Spring Chickens'
4
Ft.
Ft.x6
Fast
All
Wool
Color,
Lincoln.
He
did some shadow boxing.
Bunting Flag
4.00
Dance Last Night
32x48 inches, Fast Color Flag, Mounted
The first dance of the summer of knocking out a whole nost of Imag
5QC
22x34 inches, Fast Color Flag, Mounted
the Spring Chicken Dancing club was inary antagonists. Then no boxed
25c
held Friday evening In the O. R. C four rounds with Kid Williams, the
15x24 inches, Fast Color Flag, Mounted
15c
hall. About fourteen couples were! game little featherweight. Williams Is
11x16 inches, Fast Color Flag. Mounted
fast and he went right after Unhojz
."
present and the opening affair was an
i0c
from
of the gong. Rudy Is a
the
tap
No. 5. Printed Flags, 6x9 inches, per dozen
enjoyable one in every detail. The
15c
boxer
and
he
to
work
managed
dance was chaperoned by Mrs. C. L nifty
No. 4, Printed Flags, 5x7 inches, per dozen.
A
in some good comedy while stalling
10c
M. Baily.
Those present were Miss
off Williams' blows. ;The crow J was
Government
r,
Waterproof
.
.
.
Bunting,
7C
Lucy Clements, Miss Marie Clements,
per yd
kbpt laughing from start to curtait.
Miss
Double
Ola
Waterproof
Miss
Mable
Laird,
Passaic"
Faced,
Laird,
Bunting,
Usually follow when, , r.
two boxers also engaged In some
Miss Phebe Hart, Miss Audrey Burns, The
per yard
10c.
stunts.
Jevrdesiljto
wrestling
trying
Miss Frances Myers, Miss Regina
Miss
Stern,
Carrie Greenberger, Miss
Opal Jones, Miss Mae Murpy.'Miss
Marie Mann, Tom Trader, Lawrence
Las Veo33'Load.in5fcro
McKeever, Walter Randolph, C. Nel
son Robbins, George Prltchett, Walter
Burns, Jay Stern, Morton Stern, Sam
is used regularly in place of tea and coffee.
uel Greenberger, S. Toleman, Emila
AND
The change has helped many a person to think
Clements, Frank Ettinger, Harry Lop
Efltabliflhod 1862
.
more clearly and do better work.
gouthSidePka,
enzen, and Clare Koogler.

..i

WINTERS DRUG CO.
L

DAILY
.

Ha Pfescripllonlsl
i

VCUA

-

S1SJ

Wed-desda- y

At

;

-

Dry

Goods, Shoes and Clothing.

Hoffman

&

608 Douglas

The Car For Service

be-

est for the highest class of
goods,

MM

The Everitt "30"

fore buying elsewhere as
our prices remain the lowar

V

r.Uu

r--

FOR REDUCTION

ready-to-we-

MIL

ivA!

Phone Vegas 205

NO NECESSITY

Always inquire of us

II

Graubarth

NEWMAN

(The Popular Priced Store)

LOSES

.

.

Phone Main 104.

KID

wear-reslBtng--i

frye:s

hotel

Wagon Mound, New Mexico

'

40 miles noith of Las Vegas

On Ocean to Ocean Road

ts

Rates $3.00 Per Day

Cafe De Luxe

!

REGULAR DINNER

25o
35o
A La Carte Bill in

BAKIMES c

"S

'

U27

SUNDAY DINNER
Finest

Automobile & Garage Co.,

3-

the State

KlMl, rrops.

f

i

-

..........

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO

HAYWOOD'S

Improved Health

and Comfort

Tri-Colo-

--

Tri-Colo-

OFFICIAL DISPENSER

OF

OLD RIPY WHISKEY
COORS GOLDEN BEER ON

All Brands of Bottled

Beer

and Bonded Whiskies
,

.run

BLANKETS

Family Trade Solicited

Health is the most exquisite pleasure on earth, and
there's no comfort without it.

Phone Vegas 133 for

"There's a Reason"'

Wines, Liquors or Beer
Delivered Free.

It is explained in the famous little book, ''The Road
to Wellville," found in packages ot Postum. -

515 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck

uuonues

x

Pottum Certal Co, Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.

Mrs. Russell

Entertains at Cards
Mrs. E. R. Russell was hostess at
one of the largest and most beautiful
card parties of the year on last Wed
nesday afternoon In the O. R. C hail.
The room was prettily decorated In a
color scheme of pink, a profusion of
roses and eweet peas being used in
carrying out the decorations. Mrs.
Russel's guests numbered over 100.
Six handed euchre was played. Mrs.

Fresh from the In
dian Reservation, just
arrived. Take home
a useful souvenier.
THE ROSENTHAL
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.

see how tightly their heads were fastened on. When they had demonstrated that there is no danger of a
New Mexico wind blowing away their
beans" they did their boxing stunts.
Yoakum Is a classy boxer. Every
body knows by reading TJnholz's records that he is a good sorapper and
those who 'have seen Tils practice
workouts can vouch for the fact that
he Is both fast and Dowerfui That

the battle of the night of July 3 in
the
arena will be a
good one Is an assured fact
Flynn-Johnso-

n

WANTED

at this office.

Large, clean cotton rags
Be. a pound.

A sprained anM may as a
rule be
cured in from three to four
days by
applying Chamberlain's Liniment and
observing the directions with each
bottle. For sale by all dealers. ,

V

i,

I
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six
PETITION FOR DISCHARGE.
In the matter of George J. Fredericks,
In Bankruptcy. No. 89.
Bankrupt
To the Honorable William H. Pope,
Judge of the District Court of the
United States for the District of New
Mexico.
George X Fredericks, of East las
Vegas, in the county of San Miguel
and State of New Mexico, in said

Estray Advertisement

BANKRUPT'S

BUSINESS

, ,

..DIRECTORY

Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken op by
J. N. Hughe, Venus, N. M.
"
One dark bay, spot in
13
675
hands
H
stallion.
lbs.,
forehead,
high, S years old.
To-wi- t:

r

Branded
I
DJ
THOMAS J. MORTIMER
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRING
district, respectfully represents that Board, unless claimed by owner on or
on the 20th day of May, A. D. 1912, before July 12, 1912, said date being
IIZIDOUQLA SIA VENUE
he was duly adjudged bankrupt un- 10 days after last appearance of this
der the acts of congress relating to advertisement, said estray will be sold
bankruptcy; that he has duly sur- by this Board for the benefit or the
rendered all his property and rights owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
of property and has fully complied
of
with
acts
all
said
the
requirements
Albuquerque, N. M.
FLINT,
'I.mS.Zn.
Prop
and of the orders of the court touch- 1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.
Ave.
Cor. Grand and Douglas
ing bis bankruptcy.
ISast Las Vegas . M.
Wherefore he prays that he may be
Estray Advertisement
decreed by the court to have a full
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
discharge from all debts provable may concern that the following de
against his estate under said bank- scribed estray animal was taken up by
rupt acts, except such debts as are E. B. Deschamps, Bueyeros, N. M,
GARAGE
LAS VEGAS
One spotted cow, 8 years.
excepted by law from such discharge.
M BIEHL, Propietor
Dated this 20th day of June, A. D.
Branded
E7H
1912.
On left riba
416 Grand Ave
GEORGE J. FREDERICKS,
Said animal being unknown to this
Phone Main 447
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Bankrupt.
before July 12, 1912, said date being
Battery Charging Station
10 days after last appearance of this
ORDER OP COURT.
for
Automobiles
Hire)
In the District Court of the United advertisement, said estray will be sold
States for the District of New Mex- by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
ico.
CATTLE SANITART BOARD,
On this- 24th day of June, A. 1).
1912, on reading the foregoing peti
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 212.
tion it Is
A.
Ordered by the court, that a hear
ing be had upon the same on the
Estray Advertisement
6th day of August, A. D. 1912, before
Notice is hereby given to whom it
CarriagcJ Manufacturer,
Chester A. Hunker, referee in
may , concern that the following de'General Blacksmithing,
at Las Vegas, San Miguel scribed estray animal was taken up by
Carriage Painting
county, state of New Mexico, in said Rocky Mt Supply Co., Koehler, N. M.
One light bay horse, 9
district at 10 o'clock In the forenoon;
cavy
DEALER
750 lbs., 14
hands high.
that
notice
and
thereof
years,
be
published
Hardware andJO
Branded
in the Las Vegas Optic, 'a newspaper
M
"III"
On left shoulder
Wigon Material
printed in said district, and that all
Said animal being unknown to this
known creditors and other persons in
interest may appear at the said time Board, unless claimed by owner on or
and place and show cause, If any before July 12, 1912, said date being
they have, why the prayer of the 10 days after last appearance of this
said
petitioner should not be granted. advertisement, said estray will be sold
CLAY AND HAVENS
And it is further ordered by the by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
court, that the referee shall send
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables. mall to all known creditors copies by
CATTLE SANITART BOARD.
of
said petition and this order, addressAlbuquerque, N. M.
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
ed to them at their places of resi- 1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.
Phone Main 71 dence as stated.
1202 National Ave
Estray Advertisement
WM, H. POPE,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Judge of the United States Court for
may concern that the following dethe District of New Mexico.
JOHN N. KINNEY
Done at chambers at Santa Fe, scribed estray animal was taken up by
New Mexico, this 24th day of June, H. B. Steele of Estancla, N. M.
One dark bay male horse
A. D. 191J.
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR
star in face, white left fore foot, 1
ESxUi and Douglas.
Phono Main 40.
Eacn age or our lives has its Joys, years, 650 lbs.
Branded
Old people should be happy, and they
Q7
0
will be if Chamberlain's Tablets are
On right hip
taken to strengthen the digestion and
Branded
MACKEL
P.
PETER
keep the bowels regular. These tabOn left Jaw
I
lets are mild and gentle In their ao
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
tlon and especially suitable for people
'
Branded
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging of middle
age and older. For sale by
On
l
lft ahnulriar
and Glazing.
all dealers.
'
Said animal being unknown to this
Estimate Cheerfully Given.
Old Town
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
PTest Side Plaza
before July 12, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
THE ROMERO ADV. CO
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
"PUBLICITY EXPERTS"
owner when found.
-

ctrirnAL hoj el

,

To-wi- t:

,

II. Lorenzen

bank-ruptc-

y,

To-wi-

IN-H-

To-wi- t:

....

SIGNS FOR YOUR

OFFICE,
11

STORE

OR

FACTORY

'Muslin Signs,

Office Lettering
Window Display Card
Wall & Bulletin Display Signs
Vellow Fron'
ICWQF1U
QFF JLIiOLII
Fountain Square
uLL

(Si)

CATTLE SANITART BOARD,
' Albuquerque, N M.
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, 12.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
J. H. Head, White Water, N. M.
t:
One sorrel mare, 750 lbs.,
The mopt Important place to use
10 or 12 years, 14
hands high.
room.
Your
Ice
is in the sick
pure
Branded
LAWNiMOWERS SHARPENED
physician will tell you that it is absoLock and Gunsmith Bicycle and lutely necessary o have PURE ice
On left shoulder
for the sick room as wel for other
General Repairing
J
On left hip
520-6t- h
.1 J
E. Las Vegas household uses. Our ice is PURE
Street
you can depend on it being so. Order
Said animal being unknown to this
today.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
WANTED Large, clean cotton rags
before July 12, 1912, said date being
Phone Main 227
Ct this office. 5c. a pound.
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of tbe
owner when found.

H. C. YOUNG

To-wi-

T")

CATTLE SANITART BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.

Estray Advertisement

'

'

"

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
REGULAR RETAIL VALUt.
We parcbaaad several carloads of tbls beautiful

fl.00
dinner-war- e,

And

our

)at to "advertism
aotnal coat of tbe
h rinnllAfttAri In
ia guaranteed by both,

114 In an? retail china a lore.
It
quality for leas than
.
the manufacturer and ourselves.
ns aye
Tnere 's coupon In every sack oforLARABEE'S Flour. Send
we wiu
money
in cash, draft, postal
coooona and
expreaa Auilresa order, and and
recoupons
freight.
send you one of these beautiful setaotbythe
Lara bee Flour Mills Company,
mittance to The ChinaBeDepartment
sure to write your name and address plainly- Bux hinson, Kansas.LARABEB'8
Flour are also (rood for Rogera1 Silverware
1 he coupons in
mod other valuable premiums Ask for desonpuve circular.
v

EMPRESS, you know, Is that "Mighty-Good- "
D
Flour that makes Baking
MAN-MILLE-

ron
BALE
BY

GER

a Delight

ALL GROCERS
Trv a Sack You'll Like it.

Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern tbat the following described estray animal was taken up by
Wm. H. Harris, Jr.N Gladstone, N. M.
One gray mare, 4 years
To-wi-

Branded
On left shoulder

'

M

Branded
On left hip
Also one brown mare 10 years old
with star in face bearing the same
'
brand.
Also one bay horse.
On right shoulder
"7V
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before ,July 12, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITART BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.

if

1912.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Wm. H. Harris, Jr., Gladstone, N. M.
One black mare, 8 years,
800 lbs..

TIIE OPTIC
z,

To-wl- t:

Branded

F""""1

LJ

On Jeft hip

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 12, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
'
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
L. E. Lumbley, West Tularosa, N. M.
One red bald face stag,
about 10 years, 700 lbs.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 12, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
To-wi- t:

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerq.ua, N. M.
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.

I TOE

I

1

U

WuU

11

SHORT ORDER

THE BEST

i

CHAPMAN

To-wi-

4

or

Branded
Pfl
'
On left hip
Branded
iia
On left law
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 12, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of tbls
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

LJ

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,

Albuquerque,

N. M.

1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, 12.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Federico Giron, Puerteclto, N. M.
One1 cream colored cow,
6 years, 500 lbs., 4 feet.
To-wl- t:

'

LOOQt
A.

COLUMN
RATES

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER-

'

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
line. All advertla mente charged
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.
Five

GOODS

A

AND

CAFE

UU AN T AND
OlNNFRt

Rt6ULAl

OBTAINABLE

ALWAYS

HANDLE

L

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

I

NO

M

t,

A. P.

R(utr

first

NO.
DORADO
LODGE
KNIGHTS
pF PYTHIAS Meott
ra
very Monday
n Caatlo Hail
Din
Visiting Kniffhtaaxe
Invited.
cordially
Com. E. Liebsok-nlor- ,
o
Cha n e
Commaader.
Harry
Martin, Keeper
Records and Seal.

EL

and

third Thmrsday In aah
month. VlaiUna brothers cordial It inwthut
N. O. Herman, W. 1L;
Secretary.

.

R. Murray.

1 1

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg--t
oonclavo mcm
T

jiulr In

6a

day

-J

momtia

at

M

B.

p. m. CD.
Tannine. Re- -

sonio Temple A 7:30
Boucher. 8. C; Cha

.

corde.

P. O. ELKS Meets, second and
fourth Tuesday evening of
at O. R. c. hall. Visiting'
brothers are cordially invited. P.
each-mont-

D. McElroy, Exalted
Condon, Secretary.

Ruler.

D. W.

LAS VIOAS CHAPTER No, t, ROYAL
convoca
ARCH MASONS-c- mlr
ATTOKXEVH
tion txst Monday in each
momth at Kaaonie TemHUNKER A HUNKER
ple, at T:M p. m. M. E. Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunt.
WlUUma, H. P.; T. O.
Attorneys at Law.
Blood. Secretary.
Laa Vega.
New Uextae

OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN L

PHYSICIANS
E.
In
DR. H. W. HOUF
Masoala Tempi. Mrs. T. & Bowen,
1016 Fifth St.
Residence
Worth Matron; James O. Rutledge
Office 506
Grand Avenqe
Mrs.
Oeorge Tripp,
Worthy Patron;
293. Office Main 46
Res.
Main
Phones
Secretary. Phone Main 129, 120
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m.
Grand avenue.
t, O.
tad third rrldayt
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Wanted

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it WANTED To rent buggy and harness for one month.' B. W. Kelly,
may concern that the following deWells Fargo Agent.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
W. T. Curry, Montoya, N. M.
t:
One iron gray horse
5 years, black mane and tall.

LOBBY BEST

M

u

first

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO.
. LOCAL lllilE CARD
101 Meet every Monday
night at
O. R. C. HalL on Kouglaa avenue, at
EAST SOUND
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
FOR SALE At a bargain.
B. Oehrlng, Arrive
cordially welcome,
Twelvo
No.
s:10 p. m
1:16 p. m
room house, modern.
Apply 803 president; J. T. Builer, - secretary;
No. 4. ...11:06 p m
C. H. Bally, trees arer.
11:10 p
Jackson.
No. 8.... 1:15 a. m
1:25 a.
No. 10
1:45 p. m
2:10
FOR SALE Bay colt three years old, MODERN WOODMEN
OF AM ERIC
gentle, sound and perfect In every
Meet in the forest of brother!
WEST BOUND
way. Good runabout and harness.
love at Woodmen of the Wort'
No. 1
1:20 p. m.
1:45 p.
301 Railroad avenue.
hall, on the second and fourth Fr
No. 3
6:10 a. m.
6:15 p.
of
each
8
month at p. m. C. Cl
day
No. 7
4:40 p. m
4:50 p.
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vi
6:35 p. m
7:00 p. hair chicks, 112 per 100. Orders , lng neighbors are especially wt No. 9
filled until July 1. Mrs. M. E. Btev-encome and cordially Invited.
Humboldt, Kan.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54V by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every flrtX
There is only one way to cure deafTuesday of the month in the vestry ness, and that Is by constitutional
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I remedies. Deafness is caused by an
FOR RENT Furnished rooms; good
o'clock p. m. Vlsitinjf, brothers art inflamed condition of the mucous linof the Eustachian Tube. When
location. 803 Jackson.
Isaac AppeL ing
cordially invited
this tube la Inflamed yon have a rumPresident; Charles Greenclay, Seo bling sound or Imperfect hearing, and.
FURNISHED room ,wlth bath. 611
when it ia entirely closed, deafness is
retary.
the result, and unless the inflammaTenth street, four blocks from deKNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIt tion can be taken out and this tube
pot
restored to its normal condition, bear.NO. 804. Meeta second and fomrt
ing will be destroyed iorever' nine
FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pione cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
which is nothing but an infl&med conbuilding. Visiting members are o
housekeeping rooms, electric lights,
and bath, also single rooms excellent
dlally lnvied. Peter Emenaker, O. dition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
K., Richard Devlne, F. 8.
location, 918 Eighth street
case
for

For

Sales

a

I....

B"

-

For Rent

Branded
On left shoulder
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by' owner on or
of deafness (caused by
any
before July 12, 1912, said date being
catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall's
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
10 days after last appearance of this
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
1.
Meets every Monday evening a:
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Sold by Druggists, 75o.
their haU on Sixth street All visit
by this Board for the benefit of, the STOLEN
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!-patloOne small bay horse, also
owner when foundi
brethren
ing
cordially invited to at
harness and open buggy with red
tend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. G.;
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
gear. Horse branded TM on left
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Albuquerque, N. M.
Mrs. M. A. McLaughlin, 512 Jay St.,
hip. Suitable reward for any infor
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12
Secretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer: LaCross, Wis., writes that she suffermation leading to recovery. Ben
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
ed all kinds of pains in her back and
'
Bruhn.
hips on account of kidney trouble and
Estray Advertisement
"I got some of Foler
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuee rheumatism.
Notice 13 hereby given to whom it
Kidney Fills and eiter taking them for
demay concern that the following
day evenings each month, at Wood a few days there was a wonderful
' man hall.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Visiting Brothers cor change in my case, for the tain entireto attend. A. M ly left my back nd hips and 1 am
Milt Whipple, Alamo, N, M,
invited
dlally
LOST Small fox terrier.
s such a medicine as
Answers
One bay and white feE. C. Ward, See thankful there
President;
Adler,
to name of Mack.. Finder or anyFoley Kidney Pills." O. O Schaefer
6
5
or years.
male horse, 750 lbs.,
retary.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
one knowing of his whereabouts
Branded
see
Joe Kohn 13 Tenth.
please
On left hip
RETAIL
One bay with white face female
It is now well Known that not more
horse, 750 lbs., 8 years.
tSOS lb, or Mora, Eaon Delivery
than one case of rheumatism In ten
tflc per 1f Iks.
Branded
requires any internal treatment what1.SM Iti. to aVOOS IU Each Delivery
ZSe per 1
Ike.
On left hip
ever. All that is needed is a free
SSS Ike. te 1,005 Ibe Eaot. Delivery
SO
apIke.
Its
per
Said animal being unknown to this plication of Chamberlain's Liniment
40 per ICS Ike.
BSIb.t COS I be, Eaoh Delivery
Board, unless claimed by owner on or and massaging the parts at each apLea Than BS lb
Each Delivery
Seo per 1SS Ike.
plication.
it
see
and
Try
how
before July 12, 1912, said date being
quickly it will relieve the pain and sore10 days after last appearance of this ness.
Sold by all dealers.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
When Buying, Buy Only the Best
by this Board for, the benefit of the
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Costs no more but gives the best
owner when found.
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Results
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
H. L. Blomquist Esdalle, Wis., says
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
Albuquerque, N. M.
tils wife considers
Honey anl
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12. Tar Compound theFoley's
best cough cure
an the market. "She has tried various kinds but Foley's gives the best
Estray Advertisement
result of all." O. O. Scbaefer and
Notice Is hereby given to whom it ed Cross Drug Co.
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
THEY PUT AN END TO IT
Charles Sable, 30 Cook St.. RochesEd Ellis, Dwyer, N. M.
Onebrown mare 10 years ter, N. Y., says he recjmmends Foley
Kidney Pills at even cDnortunitir h- 800
lbs.
old,
cause they gave him prompt relief
rrom a oaa case of kidney trouble
Branded
that had long bothered him. Such
On left hip
a recommendation, coming from Mr.
One light red cow 11 years, 500 Sable,
Is direct and convincing eviClassified ads. search out the people to whom among al
lbs.
dence of the great curative qualities
of
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth moit.
those
of
Pills.
O.
G.
Kidney
Branded
Schaefer
BC andFoley
Red Cross Drug Co.
On right hip
That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to someBranded
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
FG
When your child Has whooping
On right ribs
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Said animal being unknown to this cough be careful to keep the cough
loose and expectoration easy by giving
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Chamberlain's Cough
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
Remedy as may
before July 12, 1912, said date being be required. This remedy will also
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
10 days after last appearance of this liquify the tough mucus and make It
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
easier to expectorate. It has been usadvertisement, said estray will be sold ed
'
in
ort, and musical instruments.
and
successfully many
by this Board for the benefit of the is safe and sure. Forepidemics
sal by all
As the classified ads. are read by all passible b a yers, of a
owner when found.
dealers.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
--

Stolen

Lost

To-wi- t:

PRICES

AGUA PURA COM'PAjNY

ANT Ads
Are Best

To-wl- t:

Market Finders

i

1st

Albuquerque, N. M.
pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12

Old papers for sale.

best markets!
Optic office.
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LAS VEGAU
one becomes Imbued with this same
feeling of confidence In Flynn ibat
Flynn carries himself.
And to keep away from JohnHon for
a little while the Flynn confidence
becomes an obsession.
Naturally there is a little bit of an
awakening when one goes to Oldtown
1"eu
h It Goes Only Five Rounds, Declares Expert, It Will Be a and looks over the champion.
Johnson is confident, too, superlaBy Any Since the Palmy Days oi Corbel
and Fitzvrrtons The Unexpected Is Most Likely to Occur tively like Flynn, but It la a confidence that Is expressed and displaced
and the Man ho Can Dope Out the Result Has a Chance to In a vastly different
manner. Johnson
Get Rich.
Is champion and he Is champion every
move and word and look. He has all
of the arrogance and kinglike bearing
Ed
W
(By
Smith.)
of a champion, but he doesn't force
Jtsven if this big
of
next
nettle
had lout his wife and child but a short it upon one the way Flynn does. There
Thursday doea not gj over five lvuuds time before that and fought simply is a sort of sneering contempt in the
I am of tho opinion :hat It vill be because he needd the money.
Johnson method doing his training, a
one of the greatest ol ;be niidru
Flynn claims, too, that he knew hint that underneath all of the smil
heavyweight contests dcolUe-- l In "he ltitle or nothing about fighting at that ing there Is a grim determination to
last decade.
time but in the four years intervening simply slay this upstart who dares
I have rea-rthis rymhifirn
bas become a
capable dispute thi honors with the leader
the nonlVn of the two i,nn. gamester, knowing well all of the nicer of his profession.
To all outwar.1
j
tu.-re little tricks of the game and being
Johnson has all of the sneering inIn the vei
Uw.n of condition ard well versed now in all angles that go difference of r. man who Is merely
being fitted cit thai way there ia m:y to make up a thorough going candi- golnj through the motions of trainone conclusion o V drwn. The finht date for the highest honors In the ing. But take my word for It, this
will be simply a corker and will
business.
champion is training at faithfully and
Even if one accepts these statements as completely as he ever trained for
going miles
While I'm r.ot in a poniticu to
for only half of what they are worth any contest since he began to attract
much of an opinion a to tkt they amount to something and when the highest attention as a pugilist
outcome of Vxe affair I dm free in ad one figures that Johnson surely is no
The colored man Is a wonderful
mit that I woiiJn be a bit surpr'sei better at this time than he was then, road worker and does mbet of his conat anything '.hat may uarpea lu this if he is as good, it is possible to ditioning before the experts get a
contest
figure that the fireman has a grand chance to see htm. Hence the feeling
Johnson Is ready, thero isn't the little fighting chance of upsetting the that the Indifferent manner In which
wonderful colored star la this en- he goes about his gymnasium stunts
lightest doubt of that.
And Flynn has been ready for sev counter.
shows an almost criminal careless
eral days now and looks capable of Those who have come In contact ness. Yet when one comes look over
putting up the strongest kind of an with Flynn daily during the last two this giant this perfect model of fight
or three weeks at the training camp ing skill and judge of the points that
argument
In figuring this contest I would ad- could not but hecome Infected with go to make up a well conditioned athvise the dopesters to throw out that the really superlative confidence of lete one cannot find much fault
last contest between the black and the man from Colorado. In an ex
Further than this the scales have
the white. That was fought out In perience with athletes covering a pe shown right along that Johnson 5s
December, 1907, and resulted In a vic- riod of over 25 years I cannot re already down to fighftng weight He
tory for Johnson in the eleventh member a man who was so brutally touched below 214 pounds during the
round, though Flynn claims to this day frank In his statements about the out past week and needs but a half dozen
come of a contest Flynn simply more workouts to render unto him
that he wasn't decisively beaten.
He haa other alibl9 to cover that at bristles with It and it Is the kind that the finishing touches.
fair. He didn't train as well as he permeates the air around him. To
Flynn has told me that he Intends
could of because of the fact that he associate with Flynn for a few days to put up a cautious battle and that

BOUT VILL BE GREATEST BATTLE

V

OF PAST DECADE
JAYS ED SMITH
"surpassed

sure-enoug- h

apea-ance-

i
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he will force the champion to make
some of the pace. I have seen many
a hotheaded man like Flynn plan a
careful battle before and forget his
plan as soon as he U stung or as
he finds himself In trouble.
The Pueblo fireman Is a rutthe;
pure and simple, and rush he must if
he Is to show himself off at his best.
"I boxed once and got my head knocked off," Flynn told me the other day.
"Since that time I've been fighting."
That tells the whole story of the

Flynn system of doing things

In

the

ring. He isn't a boxer, never was and
never can be. He is a fighter, every
Inch of him, and when the fireworks
are touched off in the ring next Thursday Flynn. will, I'm sure, be there with
a display of his old style of milling.

Against a man of Johnson's length

of arm Flynn would b. battered Into
a pulp in six or eight rounds if he
contented himself with standlnf off
at long range and trying to pepper
his rangy antagonist with some
straight punches. He simply MUST
go In with the Idea of keeping as close
to Johnson as possible and try to
reach his midsection with some heavy
wallops.

Should Flynn be able to sting Johnson In the early stages and get him
a little tired I'm sure be will worry
him a whole lot The world knows
that Johnson Isn't a quick finisher
and that be must take his time to the
completion of any Job. That's one
reason why I do not look for a quick
finish. Flynn cannot finish Johnson
quickly, I'm sure, because of the wonderful defensive tactics of the negro.
But of this I am morally sure. The
contest Is going to be a corker, every
inch of it, and the fans that miss it
will have something to regret
"I'm bid $100 for the Jack Johnson
end; what will you give me for

SIYEff J

John 0. Talbott of Denver, Is
doing the spieling hlmstlf and stirring
up considerable interest In tlio betting
end of the affair. He was asked to
place one commission of J COO on
Flynn at better than 2 to 1 and stoutly
declined td do so despite the fact that
the Flynn man was a personal friend
of his.
"There will be nothing better than
2 to 1 at any time from now on and
if this Flynn sentiment continue to
grow at the pace It bas been showing for the past two weeks I wouldn't
be surprised to see an even shorter
figure than that," Mr. Talbott salj in
discussing the price on his blackboard.
"There Is no use asking for better

tend to Increase his stamina and en
durance.
"This pair of chickens here will be
the final offering tbe day of the contest and about 11 o'clock July 4 one of
them will, be broiled for Jim's dinner
Already he has cut out the potatoes
to a great extent eating but one a
day and that baked. The meat diet
will be continued, but he will cut
even this down a bit from now on.
All of his bread will be toasted and
as for drinking water, It will be cut
down gradually. Now he drinks about
four ordinary glassfuls a day but will
begin tomorrow to taper oft on this.
One cup of coffee In the morning is
the only other fluid he takes.
"I'm preparing some boullllon now
because 2 to 1 is a go-.- price at this that will be made Into
demiglase and
time. I predict that It won't last eith- a small
quantity of this will equal
er, although the real Flynn money many pounds of beer. This he will
hasn't begun to show up yet This is take twice a
day up to the day of tbe
absolutely definite, and not subject to contest."
chance in the least"
Flynn dashed off his usual quota of
This statement was considerable it work
during the day and had another
a surprise to the betting men here banner crowd in
attendance, the scene
who had expected to get some Flynn around the
camp resembling a vast
1.
There la a lot
money on at 3 to
s
picnic, so crowded with rigs and
of money in Mr. Talbott's hands to
was tbe parking place in front of
go on Flynn at certain prices, but the
camp.
now that he has definitely named 2 to
announced to the gathered
Flynn
1 as the real opening price doubtless
197
a lot of this will be released at the newspapermen that he weighed
In the morning after his road
pounds
new odds.
workout and when the afternoon's
l

au-to-

Jim Flynn already has been placed
to a
upon the diet, that ha changes
"
week before an Important contest
Chlo Coleman, his cook, who has prepared every morsel of food that the Pueblo man has consumed In the past
eight weeks Is making the final preparations for the big battle and believes that he haa Flynn's digestive
apparatus In the best condition to
withstand a gruelling contest
"Jim and I have made a special effort this time to get in the finest of
shape on the food end of the game,"
Flynn?"
This was the burden of the song Coleman said. "Never what might be
in the betting commissioner's quar- called a heavy eater, Jim is taking
ters last night when the first real bet- special care this time to see to it that
ting began on the big battle of next food Is most carefully prepared and
that he gets nothing but what will
Thursday afternoon.

TT

be favorable Impressed with the appearance of the fireman and bolleve
there is no further doubt that he ia
capable of giving the famous colore.!
man a terrific battle, even If he does
not last ten rounds. But it Is generalwill
ly conceded that the struggle
surely go twice that far.
Johnson could not work yesterday;
because there was nobody to box with,
the entire camp being laid op for repairs but the champion bimaoit. As
a result Jack did an extra allowance
of six miles on the road during the
cool of the evening, going out for
three miles and sprinting and walking
back alternately.
'I'm down now as low as I want
to get and am a little surprised that
this Is the case so far in advance of
the battle," Johnson said, "I don'l
want to be on edge more than a day
or so, hence I'll have to let up a little.
I'm fine right now and have little
more to do to keep in tiptop shape."
Promoter Jack Curley closed last
night for rain and liability insurance
with Lloyd's.
He haa insured the
bouse for 130,000 against a half Inch
of rain. If this amount falls the company will have to pay Curley the money. The insurance people also indemnify the club here against all personal Injuries In case of accident at
the arena; eto. '
The news that Al Palzer had knocked Wells out was received here with
'
considerable surprise. Palzer Is exon
see this contest and perto
pected
sonally challenge the winner next
Thursday. The Iowa man telegraphed to Curley ten days ago that he
surely would dispose of Wells via tha
knockout route and that he would ImVegas to ee
mediately leave for
what happened In the champlonsnlp
contest.

stunts were at an end he again stepped on the platform and showed a
flat 190 pounds.
"It's had to say how this battle will
be fought out" Flynn said after he
had finished.
"Of one thing you may
be certain. If the success of the fight
from a fighting viewpoint, depends
upon what I may do in the ring you
can bet I'll be right on top of him
every Inch of the way.
"And let we tell you another thing.
I ever that contest goes into the twentieth round I'U win it beyond the shaThere Is no real need of anyone bedow, of a doubt And I may win It ing troubled with constipation. Chama great deal eooner, you never can berlain's Tablets will cause an agreeable movement of the bowels without
teH."
any unpleasant effect Give them a
The experts now here continue to trial. For sale by all dealers.
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Fourthof July. It contains the latest news from the Flynn and
Johnson camps and your acquiantances will want to, read it, because

To your friends back home, until after the

t

n

s

"EVERYBODY'S DOINO IT

99

Have the paper started with tomorrow night's issue. If you are going on a vacation trip
this summer let The Optic follow you. Subscription price by mail is 50 cents a month.
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YOU THINK OF THE

lll8(! COST

Dance tonlgbt at Armory.
orchestra.

Let your mind dwell upon the necessity of

i

i

n

Cots and bedding for rent or
I'acharach'i.

OF UUIIIG
.

MCCORMICK MOWERS AND BINDERS

LOCAL NEWS

See window display
summer felts. S trass'.

HART
Bale,

SCHAFFIIEB
Sitai-so-

n

of new mid-

run

H L.VT

i

LUDWIG Wm. ILFELD

Dr. and Mrs. H. M. Smith are the
proud parents ot a baby son born to

BRIDQB STREET

them last night.

And the adbisavilily of saving every penny-Th- e
result will be that you will patronize

IKE DAVIS

E

PICNICKING?
WHAT A POOR PICNIC

Picnic would be without a good picnic dinner.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS
For appetizing picnic Delicacies. Let us help
you makt up your NEXT picnic dinner.
WE CAN PLEASE YOU.

J.

H.

for flags and bunting.

Bacharax-h'- s

Try a dram
at the Opera Bar.

of Old

EVERYBODY

STEARNS

PURE THINGS TO EAT

SCRtEN

Taylor bourbon

IDEA

WH0WILL WIN

The board ot county commissioners
Our entire line of sumnier millinery
will hold Its regular July meeting
f
off. 8 trass'.
Monday morning In the court house.
(Continued from Page 1.)
The board will consider some tax
matters which were carried over "Everybody's doln' It," what? why Clark has not reached the goal, the
from the last meeting and transact eating at The Bismarck, of course. ninety votes will be transferred to an
other Important business.
other man. Who U may be has not
Open all night
been determined. "She agreement of
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Vaughn are the the. New York leaders to stand by
The board ot trustee! of the New
Mexico Hospital for the Insane will proud parents of a baby girl born to Clark for ten ballots is said to have
hold Its regular meeting Tuesday them this morning.
been made when tiie Clark support
was given to Alton 13. Parker for temmorning. This will be the last meet-C. C. Clay left this afternoon on porary chairman.
ing of the present board, all the mem'
berg of which tendered their resigna train No. 1 for Cerrlllos, where he
tions some time ago. The newly ap will be several days on business.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, June 29. Few changes
pointed board likely will assume its
A carload of array recruits passed were noticed In the early dealings on
duties at the adojurnmeut ot the old
board.
through. Las Vegas this afternoon on the stock exchange today. The active
train No. 1 en route from Fort Leav- issues showed a mixture of fractional
White Kitchen, directly opposite enworth, Kansas, to Huachuca, Ariz. gains and losses with renewed
strength in the tobacco shares.
Harvey house, home cooking, home
American Tobacco
rose over 8
made bread and butter, cleanliness,
Sidney Roberts was arraigned
Judge D. R. Murray this morning points in the first hour with material
good service. Gus Lehmann, proprie
on the charge of vagrancy, and sen gains In other tobacco Issues. Shares
tor.
tenced to 30 days in the city cooler, .'of the independent steel companies,
and
arrest was made by Special especially Bethlehem and Republic,
Roberts'
machines,
adding
Typewriters,
were notably strong. Ontario and
cash registers, cleaned, repaired or re- fficer J, A. Farley.
built. J. A. d'Orsay, expert repairman
Western added a point to yesterday's
will be in the city for ten days and
Ed Rathbone and Lee Curry, two decline and American Can was weak.
will look after your needs in this lino. "gents of the rocd,' were arrested
The market closed Irregular. AmerRecommended by United States gov this morning by Officer Henry Sena ican Can continued under pressure
ernment. Underwood Typewriter com- on the charge ot vagrancy and after In the final hour and other special
pany, Kansas City Southern railway a hearing before Judge D. R. Murray Issues such as American Sugar Beet
and others. Phone Vegas 106 or call were fined $5 each and costs and giv- sugar and general stocks fell back
at A. P. Moran's curio store, Sixth St en their walking papers.
with some reaction in tobacco. The closing bales were:
are expected to witness
July
Only U. S. Inspected meats served Amalgamated Copper
85,i
some expert shooting on the ground at the Bismarck.. Open all night, de- American Beet
123
Sugar
n
arena.
adjacent to the
Atchison
107
pot Is opposite.
The Las Vegas Gun club has made
134
Great Northern
C. W. Patricks, sporting editor of New York Central
arrangements for a professional and
117 &
l,
who will Northern Pacific
amateur shoot on those days and gun the Pueblo
120
ners are coming from all over the pilot a special train ot 00 tight tans Reading
167
Bouthwest to test their skill with each to La3fegas for the Johnson-Flyn110 H.
Southern Pacific n
other. Denver and all Colorado will bout on; July 4 will leave Pueblo with Union Pacific
...169
send their best gunners, while many his following on the first of next United States Steel
70
experts are scheduled to bo here from week.
United States Steel, pfd
Ill
the southern part of New Mexico and
El Paso. Both amateur and profession
Sandy Griswold, the well known
al shooters are scheduled to appear sporting writer ot Omaha, arrived in NIECE OF PRESIDENT A BRIDE
Cincinnati, O., June 29. A notable
and the event undoubtedly will fur- Las Vegas this afternoon. Mr. Gris
wedding
party assembled in Cincinautomo
vis
nish much entertainment for the
wold started to Las Vegas by
itors who are expected to be here bile, but the party met with an acci nati today for the marriage of Miss
for the fight.
dent In Colorado and he was forced Harriett Anderson of this city and
Mr. Hugo de Frltsch of New York.
to continue by rail.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
and a niece of
was
Abanicio Gallegos
arraigned Charles Anderson
before Judge D. R Murray this morn- the President and Mrs. Taft Mr. de
the bridegroom, is a son of
ing on the charge of abandonment, Frltsch,
filed by his wife, Adelina Gallegos, the late Chevalier Hugo de Fritsch,
but the hearing was postponed until 6 who was the Austrian consul In New
o'clock this afternoon. The com York for many years and prominent
In club and social circles in the
plaint was filed on june 8, and on
It's really cheaper to send us
divorce
filed
15
pro
June
Gallegos
all the big, heavy flat pieces
,
ceedings.
in your family ' washing and
have us wash and iron them,
and then do the few remainCLARK WILL "SIT UP"
yourself,
ing pieces at home
Washington, June 29. "I'm going
than to bother with a washerto stay up and read the returns until
FRESH EVERY DAY
..
woman.
I hear I'm nominated," was Speaker
Clark's reply today to an Inquirer
Our charge for this service towho asked the candidate how he liked
tals but little for the entire lot
of sheets, tablecloths, towels,
the late and early sessions of the
GOODS
convention.
Somebody
Baltimore
napkins, handkerchiefs, etc.
asked him what he knew about the
These articles are washed wonsituation today. derfully clean and white by our
are
a
with
ironed
and
"I know I've had a majority on sevprocess,
The Best in The City
'
.
fine finish.
eral ballots and I ought to be nomiTake advantage of tMe service.
nated before night," waa Us reply.

have on hand a complete stock of

'7
At The Most Reasonable Prices
:

Get our quotations before buying

LAS VEGAS LUTJBER CO.
Phone Main 150'

GREEN BERG ER

.

Flynn-Johnso-

We Are Headquarters For

Cots and Cot Pads
Beds and Springs
Mattresses and Pillows
Comforts and Blankets

Star-Journa-

DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING
ft''- '

Old Town

In all sizes at (he lowest prices
Sale or For Rent
--

THE COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS

This Service

DE VARGAS PAGEANT

Saves Money

HERE BY APPOINTMENT

A.

FOR A FEW DAYS

SINGER
CHIROPODIST

f-- L

TREATS ALL ILLS

OF THE

FEET

WITHOUT

PAIN OR

DANGER OF INFECTION.

Call Main 384 for appointment

At

'

BAKERY

'Hotel La Pension

WANTED

Dont Forget That We Have a Full Line of Meats Namely

Beet, Pork, Mutton Veal, 'Sausages of
All Kinds and Smoked Meats
Bread, Cakes, Cookies and Doughnuts
Groceries, Canned Goods, Fruits
and Vegetables k

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Pbooe Mtia

81

617 Douglat Are

at this office.
A

Large, clean cotton rags
5c. a pound.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

FOR RENT A large pleasant room
on first floor. Modern convenience.
On car line.
1011 Sixth street

SANTA FE.

JULY 5, 1012

Bread, Rolls,

TICKETS ON SALE JULY 3,

4

AND

5, 1912

FINAL RETURN LIMIT, JULY 6TH., 1912

Fare For The Round Trip

D. L. BATCH

ELOR, Agent.

Cookies, Pies, CaKes,
Doughnuts,

'Fried Cakes and

SOME FINE ASTER
PLANTS

Cinnamon Roils

25c PER DOZEN

BOUCHER

CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF
CO. STORE

K i?

,

The Home of The Best of Everything Eatable

AT THE GRAAF & HAYWARD

Supreme in Tailoring, Value, Fit,
Fabric and Style,
in fact the II. S.
and M. mark of
excellence stands
for everything you
should demand in
a suit This Same
Par Excellence is
Manifest in every
make of suit we
handle. Dont fail,
to look us over.

HAS AN

n

vVe

(A

X

One-Hal-

THE CASH GROCER.
"THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY"

A

Finch's Golden Wedding Kje, aged
in tb wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

CLOTHES

IK

For something good to eat, The
Bismarck has 'em all over a barret.
Get that?

e u ca.v

k mi

50s7trsiextlh

"The Store of Satisfaction"

PERRY ONION & SON
SEEDSMEN

&

i

Every visitor in Las Vegas to call
upon us. Bring your friends. Our store
is one of the show places of Vegas.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Maker of Uncomrron Jewlery.

P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

FLORIST- S-

V
V

I

-

1

